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AGRO ORGANIC

CERTIFICATIONS

Anna Kryvitska

+380673607176
vlasova.anyut@gmail.com

LLC 

Agro Organic was established in 2016. The company is a ver-
tically integrated production and processing company that 
grows raspberries, alpine strawberries and sea buckthorn on 
the area of   over 80 hectares and has a freezing facility with 
the ability to simultaneously store 1,500 tonnes of frozen prod-
ucts. The available optical sorting technologies, certification 
according to HACCP and ISO quality standards make it possi-
ble to ensure class A and class B standards for frozen berries 
in accordance with the customer’s specifications. 

15 PERMANENT
120 SEASONAL

500

300,000

FROZEN RASPBERRY

0811203100

RUBCHE VILLAGE, RIVNE DIS-
TRICT, RIVNE REGION, 81261 
UKRAINE

+380673828584
VLASOVA.ANYUT@GMAIL.
COM

www.agro-organic.com.ua

https://www.agro-organic.com.ua/
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AHIMSA  

CERTIFICATIONS

Anton Ramanov 
CEO

+380639756939
a.ramanov@ahimsa.ua

DVIPA LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

USA

In 2005 we gathered a group 
of people who like to live in a 
different way – with no harm, 
envy, greed, etc. We want to 
change our life for better and 
create a community of people  
who can show that we can be 
happier working together with 
nature and cows. And we did it! 
We got the best 150 hectares of 
land and soil in Ukraine – a na-
ture reserve in one of the purest 
places – Chernechchyna village, 
Dnipropetrovsk region, on the 
bank of the purest river of Europe 
– the Orel River. Since that time 
we have been turning our ideas 
into reality and creating a small 
village: work hard, develop land 
and grow!

Now we have:
• 40 hectares of berry fields  

(strawberry, raspberry, red 
currant);

• 100 hectares of amaranth, 
spelt, wheat, rye, and corn;

• 5 qualified specialists, who 
are practicing the Ahimsa 
lifestyle and bring love and 
care to our plants;

• more than 40 people, who 
live together, work on fields 
with love and care, and who 
are fully happy about that;

• our Ahimsa™;
• thousands and thousands  

of grateful customers, who 
love our products.

50

1,000

2,500,000

AMARANTH,  
STRAWBERRY

1008900000

30 LISOVA ST, CHERNECHCHY-
NA VILLAGE, DNIPROPETRO-
VSK REGION, 51111 UKRAINE

+380660289391
SALES@AHIMSA.UA

ahimsa.ua

https://ahimsa.ua/en/
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ALTA KRAINA

CERTIFICATIONS

Alla Ponomarenko
Managing Partner

+380503924370
gm@altakraina.com

 CATANZARO EURASIA LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

EU

The company supplies ingredients 
that are harvested in the heart of the 
Carpathian Mountains, located in the  
environmentally-friendly western 
region of Ukraine.
Our berries have unique healing prop-
erties, a high level of antioxidants and 
are rich in useful minerals.
Berries and fruits are widely used in 
Europe for baby food, pharmacy and 
organic production being famous for 
their pure and excellent quality.

The keynotes about our company:
• more than 15 years in the inter-

national food business with a 
trade office in Slovakia (EU);

• 8 years of export from Ukraine 
with the focus on Western Euro-
pean countries;

• our clients are big multinational 
companies;

• product portfolio, 
• which is increasing by  

opening a new export division; – 
freeze-dried berries;

• organic trade certification;
• official representative in Ukraine 

and CIS countries of worldwide 
juice concentrate producers 
from Israel, Turkey, Chile;

• own production, started in 2018 
at the partner facility;

• excellent business reputation;
• packaging from 200gr for retail 

to 25kg for the industry. Private 
label is available.

10

UP TO 3,000 MT OF FRO-
ZEN BERRIES, 4,000 MT OF 
JUICE CONCENTRATES AND 
FRUITS, 50 MT OF FREEZE-

5,000,000

FROZEN BERRIES, 
FREEZE-DRIED BER-
RIES, JUICE CONCEN-
TRATE

0811, 2009

10 KOMAROVA ST, ODESA,  
65101 UKRAINE

+380503924370
OFFICE@ALTAKRAINA.COM

altakraina.com

https://altakraina.com/
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ALTE FOODS

CERTIFICATIONS

Kateryna Yatsenko

+380673290353
k.yatsenko@altefoods.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Czech Republic, France, Poland, Slovakia, Italy

ALTE FOODS is a new ambitious and powerful manufactur-
er of IQF products with a brand-new production facility in 
Ukraine.  We apply IQF technology to keep the nutritional 
value of the raw materials, unprecedented foreign material 
detection with the new cutting-edge SORTEX PolarVision 
detection system from Buhler AG to detect all types of foreign 
materials in frozen fruit and vegetables, and optic sorting 
system to obtain the top quality products.

The company is focused on the long-term cooperation with 
Ukrainian suppliers of quality raw materials and partnerships 
with customers in Ukraine and the EU, as well as all around 
the world.

200

10,000

FROZEN BLUEBERRY, FRO-
ZEN ELDERBERRY, FROZEN  
RASPBERRY, FROZEN  CRAN-
BERRY, FROZEN  STRAWBER-
RY, APPLES

08112059, 08119095,
0811109000, 
0811203100

3A ZARICHNA ST, POLISKE 
VILLAGE , KOROSTEN DISTRICT, 
ZHYTOMYR  
REGION, 11555 UKRAINE

+380673290353
K.YATSENKO@ALTEFOODS.

altefoods.com

https://altefoods.com/
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AMETHYST-OLE

CERTIFICATIONS

Tetiana Rudenko
Business Development  
Manager

+380674017941
office@amethyst-ole.com.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

EU

The company was created in 2011 by Vasyl Chamor. In 2013, the 
company was certified organic for the first time and has con-
firmed its organic status yearly ever since. In 2018, we passed 
HACCP, ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 22000:2005 audits. Ame-
thyst-Ole has been acknowledged by Naturland since 2013. At 
this point, two powerful production lines for electronic berry 
sorting are in use at our facility. With cutting-edge equipment 
and professional teamwork, the company manufactures up to 
30 tonnes of IQF produce a day.

As of today, we have 3 freezing chambers with a total capacity 
of 40 tonnes and 2 storage chambers where up to 700 tonnes 
of products can be stored at the same time. Our production 
capacity allows us to manufacture up to 30 tonnes of frozen 
produce daily. Food safety and product quality are the two 
most important factors in growing, collecting and processing 
our fresh berries, mushrooms and nuts. From the field and 
forest to harvesting and through production, Amethyst-Ole 
strives to assure food safety standards and effective tracking 
of both its organic and conventional products.

37

3,000

3,000,000

FROZEN BERRIES, 
WILD AND CULTIVAT-
ED

0811

2 AVTOMOBILNA ST, RUDNIA-BY-
STRA VILLAGE, OLEVSK DIS-
TRICT, ZHYTOMYR REGION, 11031 
UKRAINE

+380674017941
OFFICE@AMETHYST-OLE.COM.

amethyst-ole.com.ua

http://amethyst-ole.com.ua/
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BIGBLUE

CERTIFICATIONS

Oleh Naumenko 
CFO

+380676732299
6732299@gmail.com

YAHIDKY, AMC

EXPORT MARKETS 

UK, Netherlands, UAE

Our organic farm was established in 2016 in Kyiv region 
(Khmilna village). We are an organic blueberry producer, cer-
tified according to the EU organic standard, Global G.A.P. and 
Global GRASP. 

At all times, since the establishment of the farm, we have 
cultivated the land and plants only by using organic technolo-
gies permitted for the organic production. Our main goal is to 
produce high-quality organic products using the world’s best 
practices and high standards of quality and social responsibili-
ty, as well as the Global G.A.P food safety protocol.

EST. 2016

9 PERMANENT
140 SEASONAL

180

600,000

FRESH AND FROZEN 
BLUEBERRY

0810405000

1 KOCHEROVA ST, KHMILNA 
VILLAGE,
KYIV REGION, 08124 
UKRAINE

+380676732299

bigblue.com.ua

https://bigblue.com.ua/
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DARLISAD

CERTIFICATIONS

Olena Polischuk
Sales Manager

+380994032667
sales@darlissad.com.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Germany, Austria

We are a family-owned company that was founded in 2005. 
We are located in the forest area in the west of Ukraine. For 
over 15 years we have purchased, processed, frozen and sold 
high-quality fruits supplied by our farmers from the ecologi-
cally cleanest regions of Ukraine.

Our mission is to make customers remember Darlisad when 
they think about berries. We seek to deliver high-quality prod-
ucts and to be a preferred supplier.

Our company follows the highest quality standards on this 
demanding market. In order to guarantee the highest quality, 
we have implemented food safety management systems at 
our plants complying with HACCP principles and FSSC 22000 
and ISO 9001 standards, as well as organic production.
Taste the difference! We are open to the new projects!

120

7,000

18,000,000

IQF BLUEBERRY, 
BLACKBERRY, ELDER-
BERRY, CRANBERRY, 
LINGONBERRY, ARO-

08112059, 08119095

1 FRUKTOVA ST, KNIAGYNY-
NOK VILLAGE, LUTSK DISTRICT, 
VOLYN REGION, 45630 UKRAINE

+380994032667
OFFICE@DARLISSAD.COM.UA

darlissad.com.ua

https://darlissad.com.ua/
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DEDDENS AGRO

CERTIFICATIONS

Viktor Scherbachuk
Director

+380673329012
ritterbioagro@ukr.net

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Romania

DEDDENS AGRO was established in November 2006. It is 
located in Rivne region and produces organic crops, such as 
corn, soybeans, oats, wheat, barley, rapeseed, strawberry and 
raspberry according to the EU organic, Naturland and COR 
standards.

The company already exports to Germany and Romania.

40 PERMANENT
100 SEASONAL

10,000

4,000,000

CORN, SOYBEANS, 
OATS, WHEAT, BARLEY, 
RAPESEED, FROZEN 

1201900000, 
1001990000, 

48 TSENTRALNA ST, RUSYVEL 
VILLAGE, GOSCHA DISTRICT, 
RIVNE REGION, 35452 UKRAINE 

+380673628005
DEDDENSAGRO@GMAIL.COMITC PROFILE
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DIBRIVKA AGROSERVICE

CERTIFICATIONS

Yuriy Demtsyura
Owner

+380672152150
yuriydemtsyura@ukr.net

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Belgium

The company was founded in 2003. Since 2013, we have 
been cultivating remontant raspberry of Polana and Polissia 
varieties on the area of 34.8 ha in Dibrivka village, Kyiv region. 
In 2018, the shock freezing chamber and storage chambers 
were constructed which allow us to freeze, pack and store our 
products. Every year we produce 170-200 tonnes of organic 
raspberries. 
The production complex consists of raspberry plantations, 
pre-cooling, shock-freezing, and packing chambers, as well as 
3 storage chambers with the capacity of 200 tonnes of ready 
products. Our production and processing facilities are certi-
fied organic. 
Since 2019, we have been successfully selling frozen organic 
raspberry on the domestic market and exporting to Poland 
and Belgium.
The company policy is based on the principles of fair trade 
and long-term partnerships with suppliers and customers. 

50 PERMANENT
100 SEASONAL

170

4,300,000

RASPBERRY, FRESH  
AND FROZEN

0811203100

6 STEPOVA ST, DIBRIVKA VIL-
LAGE, TETIIV DISTRICT, KYIV 
REGION, 09831 UKRAINE

+380672152150
OFFICE@DAHU.ORG.UA
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DYKANSKI YAGODY

CERTIFICATIONS

Volodymyr Rudiak
CEO

+380502851533
rudyak.vladimir@gmail.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Netherlands, Poland, Germany

Dykanski Yagody was founded in 2016. It started its activities 
with cultivation of organic raspberries, and added organic 
strawberry in 2019. The company is also engaged in process-
ing of organic products (freeze drying). The main sales mar-
kets are the Netherlands, Poland, and Germany.

8 PERMANENT
60 SEASONAL

60

270,000

FROZEN RASPBERRY 
AND STRAWBERRY

0811109000, 0811203100

53 ZHOVTNEVA ST, ORDANIVKA 
VILLAGE, POTAVA DISTRICT, POL-
TAVA REGION,  38510 UKRAINE

+380672382000
ORG.BERRY@GMAIL.COM
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DYVO YAGODA

CERTIFICATIONS

Vitaliy Vasylyev

+380636141060
dyvoyahoda@meta.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

EU

The company was founded in 2018.  The company produces 
such organic products as fresh and frozen raspberry, fresh 
and frozen strawberry, buckwheat, chickpeas, spelt, and corn. 
In 2020 and 2021, the company exported to the EU.
Since its founding, our company has embarked on the path 
of development as an organic, technological, modern and 
export-oriented enterprise. A certain share of manufactured 
products also goes to the domestic market. We also have a 
social project - we supply berries to the kindergartens.

40 PERMANENT
250 SEASONAL

350

600,000

FROZEN RASPBERRY 
AND STRAWBERRY, 
SPELT, CORN

0811109000, 0811203100

10 SHEVCHENKO ST, DRUZHBA 
VILLAGE, KRASNOGRAD DIS-
TRICT, KHARKIV REGION, 63345 
UKRAINE

+380636141060
DYVOYAHODA@META.UA

miracleberry.com.ua/en

http://miracleberry.com.ua/en/
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ECO BERRY

CERTIFICATIONS

Kniazevych Ihor

+380668819076
eco_berry@ukr.net

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Italy, Bulgaria, France

The company was established in 2017. Our company special-
izes in growing such berries as organic garden strawberry, 
remontant raspberry,  summer raspberry, black currant, red 
currant, blackberry, honeysuckle, blueberry. The farm is also 
engaged in wild collection of bilberry, blackberry, cranberry, 
lingonberry, elderberry, and wild mushrooms in the Carpathi-
an Mountains. Our farm is certified organic, so we can grow 
organic berries following the requirements of the EU organic 
and FSSC 22000 standards. All our products go through such 
processes as optical sorting, metal detection, and freezing 
of two types (static freezing, IQF in the OctoFrost tunnel). 
Packaging of finished products is possible at the customer’s 
request or as offered by our specialists, for example, in card-
board bags of 25 kg or cardboard boxes of 10 kg.
The company already exports to the EU countries, namely, 
Poland, Italy, Bulgaria, Spain, Germany, Romania, as well as 
Belarus.

24 PERMANENT
200 SEASONAL

5,000

4,000,000

FROZEN RASPBERRY, 
STRAWBERRY, BLACK 
CURRANT, RED CUR-

0811109000, 
0811203100,
081030, 08112059

68 NEZALEZHNOSTI ST, TYSH-
KIVSI  
VILLAGE, KOLOMYIA ( GORO-
DENKIVSKY) DISTRICT, IVA-
NO-FRANKIVSK REGION, 78124 
UKRAINE

+380976412845

ecoberry.com.ua

http://miracleberry.com.ua/en/
https://ecoberry.com.ua/
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FAMBERRY

CERTIFICATIONS

Elizaveta Olshanskaya
Export Specialist

+380676176703
e.olshanskaya01@gmail.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Italy, Bulgaria, France

Famberry ™ is a unique brand, modern family business, highest qual-
ity and authenticity of traditions. Our main product is cornel, grown 
according to the EU organic standards. We are the FIRST national 
producer of useful and high-quality cornelian products!
The company is constantly developing in all areas of its activities in 
organic farming, fine-tuning the organic berry processing technology, 
as well as marketing and commercial activities.
To support the modern farming methods and the fastest possible 
implementation of agrotechnical organic achievements of leading 
experts in this field, from the very beginning the company represent-
atives have been attending the most important events for the devel-
opment of organic fruit and berry farming in Ukraine and abroad.
Since 2017, the company is a member of the Organic Ukraine Associa-
tion, and since 2013 - a member of Zaporizhzhia Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry of Ukraine.
We have attended a lot of national and international exhibitions, 
such as RIGA FOOD 2017 (Riga, Latvia), Interfood & Drink 2017 (Sofia, 
Bulgaria ), Polagra 2018 (Poznan,Poland ), FOODEX Japan ( Tokyo, 
Japan, ) Sial (Paris, France), Gulfood (Dubai, UAE) and Anuga (Cologne, 
Germany).

11

20

08119050

FROZEN, FRESH AND  
DRIED CORNEL

0811109000, 
0811203100,
081030, 08112059

21 CENTRAL BLVD, ZAPORIZHZHIA
69005, UKRAINE

+380676176703

E.OLSHANSKAYA01@GMAIL.COM
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FAMILY GARDEN

CERTIFICATIONS

Ivan Grechkivsky 
Director

+380673035609
ivan@familygarden.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Malaysia, Netherlands, UAE

FAMILY GARDEN LLC was established in 2016 by Ivan P. Gre-
chkivsky and Volodymyr I. Pak, members of the same family. 
FAMILY GARDEN produces organic fruits and berries. The 
lands used to grow organic crops are located in Katyuzhanka 
village,  Kyiv region.

At the very date of establishment of FAMILY GARDEN the 
founders realized that organic production of berries is what 
they were looking for. For that reason from the beginning 
they started to buy saplings, fertilizers and other special 
means to grow berries. In the past years the company export-
ed berries to the EU, Malaysia, UAE. This year the company has 
the plans to expand its export market.

30 PERMANENT
150 SEASONAL

2,100

500,000

FRESH BLUEBERRY

0810405000

99 KYIVSKA ST, KATYUZHANKA 
VILLAGE, VYSHGOROD DISTRICT, 
KYIV REGION, 07313 UKRAINE

 +380442771313
HELLO@FAMILYGARDEN.UA

familygarden.ua

http://www.familygarden.ua


Number of employees
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Turnover 
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Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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GARDENS  
GADYACHCHYNY

CERTIFICATIONS

Yuriy Motrenko
Director

+380668088887
tov.sadi.gadyachini@gmail.com

ALLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Germany

GARDENS GADYACHCHYNY was founded in 2016. The com-
pany cultivates organic raspberries on the area of   15 hectares 
and is certified organic by Organic Standard. Our company 
has thoroughly developed the full cycle of certified organic 
production.
We have our own production and refrigeration complex for 
processing, freezing and packing organic products. Every year 
the company collects and sells about 60 tonnes of organic 
raspberries to the EU countries (the Netherlands, Poland, 
Germany, etc.).
We guarantee the quality and safety of our organic products.

6 PERMANENT
50 SEASONAL

60

180,000

FROZEN RASPBERRY 

0811203100

3 MOLODIZHNA ST, LIUTEN-
KA VILLAGE, GADYACH DIS-
TRICT, POLTAVA REGION, 37353 
UKRAINE

+380668088887
TOV.SADI.GADYACHINI@
GMAIL.COM



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
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Products for export

Hs-code
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GP AGRO

CERTIFICATIONS

Uliana Lytvyn 
Commercial Director

+380633907773
uliana@gpgroup.biz

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

EU

GP Agro LLC, which is a part of GP Group,  is a young and am-
bitious agro-industrial company established in 2014. GP Group 
specializes in growing, procurement, processing and market-
ing of frozen berries, fruits, vegetables, mushrooms, and their 
derivatives.  The types of products include IQF berries, fruits, 
vegetables, such as strawberry, raspberry, wild blueberry, culti-
vated blueberry, blackcurrant, redcurrant, sour cherry, elder-
berry, elderflower, melon cubes, onion cubes, pumpkin cubes, 
pepper cubes, plum halves, green peas, peach cubes, rosehip, 
rowanberry, and cranberry. 

The impeccable quality and reputation, reliability, safety, and 
trust of our customers is the goal of GP Group. All our prod-
ucts are harvested in an ecologically clean region of Ukraine. 
We can offer conventional and organic frozen products of 
various grades.

14 PERMANENT
20 SEASONAL

10,000

180,000

IQF FRUITS, BERRIES 
AND  
VEGETABLES 

08112059, 08112031, 
08112039, 08112051,  
0811907500,  
0811905000,  

74A  NEZALEZHNOSTI ST, VELYKI 
PIDLISKY VILLAGE, KAMYAN-
KA-BUZKA DISTRICT, LVIV RE-
GION, 80462 UKRAINE

+380633907773
ULIANA@GPGROUP.BIZ

gpgroup.biz/en

https://gpgroup.biz/en


Number of employees
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Hs-code
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HERBATICA

CERTIFICATIONS

Anna Kravtsova
Export Manager

+380960070712
a.kravtsova@herbatica.com.ua

 LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, France, Czech Republic, Italy, Spain, 

Herbatica LLC is one of the leading Ukrainian suppliers of me-
dicinal herbs, flowers, leaves, roots and berries.
The company was established in 2017.
We occupy a significant share of the domestic market and 
have strong and successful business relations with prominent 
European traders and processing companies.
Using our strong background in the medicinal herbs sphere 
and an extensive worldwide network of collectors we can 
quickly propose a large list of different botanical herbs (from 
our basic portfolio or by request). We already export our 
products to France, Italy, Spain, Germany and other European 
countries.

15 PERMANENT
25 SEASONAL

800

3,000,000

DRIED AND FROZEN 
MEDICINAL HERBS, 
FLOWERS, LEAVES, 

1211908690

4 KOMERTSIYNA ST, ZHYTOMYR, 
10001 UKRAINE

+380504430365 
 ATALAIEV@HERBATICA.COM.UA

herbatica.com.

https://herbatica.com.ua/en


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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KARPATY-EKO

CERTIFICATIONS

Volodymyr Kovalchuk
Director

+380676733710
volodymyr.kovalchuk74@gmail.com

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, France, Czech Republic, Italy, Spain

The company is located in the Carpathian region in the west 
of Ukraine. Ecologically clean raw materials are processed us-
ing special equipment which has a positive effect on the qual-
ity of finished products. Karpaty-Eko is a diversified company 
and produces a variety of products at its plant, a part of which 
are manufactured and sold to order under future agreements 
and contracts. This allows us to properly distribute production 
capacity during the harvest season.
The company processes and freezes wild berries and has dry-
ing facilities for drying berries. Our company also exports its 
products to the EU countries.
 

16 PERMANENT
30 SEASONAL

3,000

1,500,000

FROZEN BILBERRY, BLACKBER-
RY, LINGONBERRY, CHOKEBER-
RY, RASPBERRY, ELDERBERRY, 
ROSEHIP DRIED BILBERRY, 
CHOKEBERRY, ELDERBERRY, 

0811-0813

2 SHEVCHENKA ST, DULIBY 
VILLAGE, STRYI DISTRICT, LVIV 
REGION, 82434 UKRAINE

+380676733710
KETRADE BERRIES@GMAIL.
COM

karpaty-eko.com.ua

http://www.karpaty-eko.com.ua


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

22

LAKI-2017

CERTIFICATIONS

Vasyl Liuklian
Director

+380674306547
info.laki.2019@gmail.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Czech Republic, Georgia

Laki-2017 LLC was established in 2017 in Vinnytsia by Vasyl 
Liuklian. To date Vasyl Liuklian is an owner and director of the 
company. Laki-2017 LLC processes organic and convention-
al fruits and berries mainly from farms of Vinnytsia region. 
The company does freezing, sorting and storage of berries 
and fruits using high-tech equipment consisting of modern 
freezing chambers, shock freezing tunnel, sorting and de-
pitting machines. Vasyl sees a big future in organic products 
as it is a healthy, sustainable and innovative business model. 
In the past 3 years, the company has exported organic prod-
ucts to Poland, the Netherlands and other EU countries. This 
year Laki-2017 plans to continue exporting organic fruits and 
berries.
 

20 PERMANENT
100 SEASONAL

2,500

1,000,000

STRAWBERRY, RASPBERRY, 
SOUR CHERRY, ELDERBERRY, 
ROSEHIP, PLUMS, CURRANT, 
WILD BLUEBERRY AND OTHERS, 
FRESH AND FROZEN

0811

50A GONTY ST, VINNYTSIA, 21011 
UKRAINE 

+380674306547
INFO.LAKI.2019@GMAIL.COM

vegaland.com.ua

http://www.vegaland.com.ua


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

23

LIGA AGRO

CERTIFICATIONS

Oleksandr Stognii
Head of Cooperative

+380637770644
info.ligaagro@gmail.com

APC (AGRICULTURAL MANUFACTURING COOPERA-

EXPORT MARKETS 

UAE

The company was established in 2016. It produces fresh 
organic berries, such as blueberry, strawberry, raspberry, and 
potatoes in the season of 2022. The total land bank is 26,36 ha. 
The company has storage and cooling facilities and performs 
hand sorting and packing of berries.
The company has experience of exporting to the UAE. The 
main products for export are blueberry and potatoes.
 

10 PERMANENT
50 SEASONAL

240

50,000

FRESH BLUEBERRY, 
POTATOES 

08104050, 0712900500

1 MOROSHKOVA ST, ROSLAVY-
CHI VILLAGE, KYIV REGION, 
UKRAINE 08681 

+380637770644
INFO.LIGAAGRO@GMAIL.COM

ITC PROFILE

ligaagro.com

http://www.ligaagro.com


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

24

LIKE A BEE 

CERTIFICATIONS

Oleg Bachynskyi
Director of Corporate  
Development

+380686247118
bachik.oleg@gmail.com

COOPERATIVE

The cooperative was founded in 2018. The cooperative has 111 
hectares of land planted with perennial crops (raspberries, 
blackberries, garden and alpine strawberries, dog rose, elder-
berry, wrinkled rose). The cooperative also owns 1,117 sq m of 
drying facilities.

In the previous years our products were sold through traders. 
With the increase in amount of our own products, we plan to 
export to the EU countries on our own. 

30 PERMANENT
55 SEASONAL

400

300,000

RASPBERRY, BLACK-
BERRY, STRAWBERRY, 
SMALL-FRUITED STRAW-

0811109000, 
0811203100, 08112059 

40 LESYA UKRAINKA ST, BUILD. 
K, SOKOLYA VILLAGE, ZOLOCHIV 
DISTRICT, LVIV REGION, 80510 
UKRAINE

+380676533415
LIKE.BEE.ORGANIC@GMAIL.
COM

likebee.com.ua

https://likebee.com.ua/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

25

ORIL-ECO

CERTIFICATIONS

Elena Likhorod,
Export manager

+380989838297
oril.eco.export@gmail.com

COOPERATIVE

EXPORT MARKETS 

Netherlands, Poland

Driven by love for our native land, we create a high-quality, healthy 
and environmentally friendly product for our partners, who will bring 
it to those who value youth, health and beauty.
Oril-Eco company was founded in 2018. The company grows straw-
berries on the area of   12.8 hectares and remontant raspberries on an 
area of   22.7 hectares in Tsarichansky district of Dnipropetrovsk region, 
Ukraine. We have completely organic fields and organic crops.
We strictly adhere to food safety requirements and standards as well 
as to organic production technologies, which are developed for us by 
one of the best organic agronomists in Ukraine.
In 2019 the company launched its own freezing complex, which now 
allows processing the entire crop of strawberries and raspberries. It 
consists of a pre-cooling chamber, static shock freezing chamber at a 
temperature of -36 ° C for 15 tonnes of berries, packing chamber with 
metal detector control of finished products,  two storage chambers 
with the capacity of 80 tonnes of finished products.
The refrigeration complex includes two strawberry washing lines.
Every year the company harvests and freezes 130-170 tonnes of organ-
ic strawberries and 100-130 tonnes of organic raspberries. Our produc-
tion is certified according to the FSSC standard which is confirmed by 
corresponding certificate.
In additional, Oril-Eco has been successfully exporting frozen berries  
to the EU countries (Netherlands and Poland) since 2019.

12 PERMANENT
180 SEASONAL

300

750,000

FROZEN STRAWBERRY,  
RASPBERRY

0811109000, 0811203100

15  PUSHKINA ST, MOHYLIV VIL-
LAGE, TSARYCHANKA DISTRICT, 
DNIPROPETROVSK REGION, 
54041 UKRAINE

+380989838297
ORIL.ECO.FARM@GMAIL.COM



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

26

PODILLYAAGROBUSINESS

CERTIFICATIONS

Sergii Zinko
CEO

+380938555500
info.podillaagrobuisness@gmail.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, France, Czech Republic,  

Poland, Switzerland, Hungary

Podillyaagrobuisness was established in 2015 and is engaged in culti-
vation of organic berries, such as raspberry, strawberry, black currant 
and cherry.

The company is also engaged in processing and freezing of berries 
and their export to the EU countries, such as Germany, France, the 
Czech Republic, Poland, Switzerland, and Hungary.

The company manages the agricultural production of berries on the 
area of   72 hectares, 45 hectares - for strawberry and raspberry and 27 
hectares - for currant.  The company has also a number of independ-
ent suppliers of raw materials, with whom it has cooperated for a long 
time and supported the technological process of growing berries. To 
meet high requirements of customers Podillyaagrobusiness attracts 
certified contractors with high reputation and modern equipment 
for the production of frozen products of class A and B in various types 
of packaging, including retail and private label. The experience of 
working with numerous customers from the EU countries makes it 
possible to quickly meet the specific needs of importers.

34 PERMANENT
950 SEASONAL

500

800,000

FROZEN RASPBERRY,  
STRAWBERRY, BLACK  
CURRANT, CHERRY

0811109000, 
0811203100, 
0810301000, 
0811908000

28 BARLYAEVA ST, ZHMERYN-
KA TOWN, VINNYTSIA REGION, 
23100 UKRAINE

+380971668331
INFO.PODILLAAGROBUISNESS@

GMAIL.COM

podillaagrobuisness.com

http://www.podillaagrobuisness.com


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

27

PRIMED

CERTIFICATIONS

Nadiia Nagorna
Director

+380976765015
nadiia.nagorna@primed.com.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

PRIMED LTD was founded in 1995. Our company is one of the larg-
est producers and exporters of frozen berries and walnut kernels in 
Ukraine. In 2014, the company was certified organic, and in 2017 it 
was included in the list of the 3 largest companies producing organic 
products in Ukraine. Our own production facilities are located in the 
west of Ukraine, which makes it possible to produce only ecolog-
ically clean and 100% natural products. All the products are made 
from carefully selected raw materials, processed and packaged in 
accordance with international quality standards. One of the factors 
for company success is long-term and trustworthy relationships with 
committed business partners. The company pays special attention 
to improving communication, evaluation of customers’ needs and 
their satisfaction with the highest quality and insists on continuous 
improvement. With commitment and experience in the industry, 
our mission is to provide premium healthy foods for our customers 
worldwide. We look forward to developing strong partnerships with 
customers who demand quality products.

33 PERMANENT
15 SEASONAL

3,000

4,400,000

FROZEN WILD STRAW-
BERRY, BILBERRY, EL-
DERBERRY, RASPBERRY, 

0811, 080232000

117 STEPANSKA ST, KOSTOPIL 
TOWN, RIVNE REGION, 35000 
UKRAINE

+380442302443
PRIMED@PRIMED.COM.UA

www.primed.com.ua

http://www.primed.com.ua


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

28

PROGRESS  
BERRY 

CERTIFICATIONS

Oleg Kudlay
Head

+380984400317
4400317@gmail.com

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland

The company was founded in 2020 on the basis of the pro-
duction facilities of some private enterprises, which had been 
operating since 2012. Its main products are frozen raspberry 
and elderberry. 

The company’s production capacity includes 20 hectares of 
certified organic cultivated land, a cold storage with the daily 
processing capacity of 10 tonnes,  and a 10-tonne storage. The 
company exports to the EU countries.

25 PERMANENT
140 SEASONAL

400

500,000

FROZEN RASPBERRY,  
STRAWBERRY

0811203100

26 KARAZINSKA ST, OSNOVYNT-
SI VILLAGE,  BOHODUKHIV DIS-
TRICT, KHARKIV REGION, 62002 
UKRAINE

+380984400317
4400317@GMAIL.COM

FE



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

29

RIVNEHOLOD

CERTIFICATIONS

Pyvovarchuk Ihor 
General Manager

+380673416664
info@rivneholod.com

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Italy, France, UK

Rivneholod ALC was founded in 1950, in 2001 the company became a 
family-owned business. Rivneholod ALC is one the biggest Ukrainian 
manufacturer of IQF wild berries. Management control system is also 
based on international standards.

We supply finished products all year round, strictly following all the 
necessary temperature conditions in order to provide best quality of 
our products. Now Rivneholod supplies finished products to all the 
European countries, USA and China.

100

7,000-10,000

IQF BERRIES: BLUE-
BERRY, BLACKBERRY, 
CRANBERRY, LINGON-

0811

 112 KNIAZIA VOLODYMYRA ST, 
RIVNE,  33009 UKRAINE

+380362633818
INFO@RIVNEHOLOD.COM

ALC

rivneholod.com/uk

http://rivneholod.com/uk


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

30

SAD-LOGISTIK

CERTIFICATIONS

Khrystyna  
Palamarchuk
Director

+380971628286
sad_logistik@ukr.net

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Italy, France, UK

Sad-Logistik LLC was founded in 2014. It is a certified producer of 
organic fruit and berries. The land for the production of organic ber-
ries is located in Vinnytsia region. Since the founding of Sad-Logistik 
LLC, the founders came to the conclusion that they want to engage 
in organic berry production, so from the very beginning there has 
been control over the purchase of seedlings, fertilizers and other 
special tools for planting. The company has exported berries to the EU 
countries in recent years. This year it plans to expand exports to other 
countries.

 

25 PERMANENT
120 SEASONAL

3,000

600,000

FROZEN RASPBERRY

0811203100

DZYUBROVE VILLAGE, MO-
HYLIV-PODILSKYI DISTRICT, 
VINNYTSIA REGION, 24522 
UKRAINE 

+380971628286
SAD_LOGISTIK@UKR.NET

LLC



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

31

SAV AGRO PARTNER

CERTIFICATIONS

Andriy Shvydnyuk 
Director

+380977511026
a.shvydnyuk@sav-agro.com

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Belgium

SAV AGRO PARTNER was founded in 2017. It specializes in cultivation 
and further freezing and sale of organic berries, namely, strawberry 
and raspberry.

Our berries are grown on the fertile land of Volyn region, the total land 
bank is more than 150 hectares. Thanks to the close cooperation with 
Organic Standard, our company is certified as an organic producer, 
which means that the constant control at all stages of growing and 
processing of berries provides a guarantee of safety and environ-
mental friendliness of our products. The company owns refrigeration 
facilities which allow quick processing of fresh produce and pre-sale 
preparation. All the products are stored under a controlled temper-
ature regime in the refrigerated rooms, which ensures accuracy and 
long-term storage.

The priority of the enterprise is quality of cultivated products, which 
meet high requirements of our customers, which is achieved through 
the European standards of work and introduction of advanced agri-
cultural practices.
The company already exports to Poland and Belgium.

200

200

1,500,000

FROZEN RASPBERRY  
AND  STRAWBERRY

0811109000, 0811203100

152 KUTUZOVA ST, DUBOVE VIL-
LAGE, KOVEL DISTRICT, VOLYN 
REGION, 45031 UKRAINE

+380977511026
A.SHVYDNYUK@SAV-AGRO.

LLC

sav-agro.com/en

http://rivneholod.com/uk
http://www.sav-agro.com/en/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

32

SHANS VIK

CERTIFICATIONS

Volodymyr Olkhovyk
Director

+380974712742
shansvikltd@gmail.com

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Belgium

Shans Vik LLC is a Ukrainian certified organic collector and 
processor of dried berries and herbs since 2018. 

The drying facilities are located in Volyn region, in the ecolog-
ically clean area in the middle of forests far from big cities. We 
have two natural air drying facilities with heat exchangers. All 
the raw materials are mainly wild collected and come for pro-
cessing fresh on the day they are collected. 90% of our dried 
berries and herbs are exported to the EU for tea and pharma-
ceutical industries and comply with the European standards. 
The company policy is based on the principles on fair trade 
and long term relations with suppliers and customers.

8 PERMANENT
15 SEASONAL

30

320,000

DRIED/FROZEN ELDERFLOWER, 
BILBERRY, BLACKBERRY, LIN-
GONBERRY, BLACK CHOKEBER-
RY, ELDERBERRY, CRANBER-
RY, SEA BUCKTHORN, BIRCH 

08134095, 12119086 

1/305 YEVGENA SVERSTYUKA 
ST, LUTSK, 43000 UKRAINE

+380974712742
SHANSVIKLTD@GMAIL.COM

LLC



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

33

SUMYFITOFARMACIA

CERTIFICATIONS

Oleksandr Kaluzhny
Head of Foreign Economic  

Activity Department

+380675314738
purchase@fitofarm.com

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Croatia

The company was established in Sumy in 2001. Sumyfitofar-
macia Ltd is a Ukrainian company specialized in growing, 
collecting, processing, producing and supplying medicinal 
vegetative raw materials, spices and natural tea ingredients, 
and organic wild vegetative raw materials.

Sumyfitofarmacia Ltd sells the products on the Ukrainian and 
CIS markets, where the company holds a leadership position, 
as well as European, American and Asian markets, in particu-
lar, in Austria, Belarus, Bulgaria, Hungary, Germany, Georgia, 
Kazakhstan, Egypt, Spain, Italy, China, Latvia, Moldova, Poland, 
Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Uzbekistan, France, the Czech Re-
public, and Sweden.

200 PERMANENT
90 SEASONAL

6,000

5,200,000

DRIED ELDERBERRY FRUITS, 
ROSEHIP SEEDS, STINGING 
NETTLE HERB,  
HAWTHORN FRUITS

08134095, 12119086 

11/3 SKRIABINA ST, SUMY,  
40022 UKRAINE  

22 KUKSKYI AVE., SUMY,  
40020 UKRAINE  

+380542780137,  

INFO@FITO.SUMY.UA

LTD

FITOFARM.COM

http://fitofarm.com/en/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

34

SVIT FRUKTU

CERTIFICATIONS

Andrii Kryvolapov 
Head of Sales

+380503570294
svitfruktu.kryvolapov@gmail.com

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Germany, Italy, Greece, France

Svit Fruktu is a provider and vendor of berries, nuts and 
mushrooms which grow in ecological areas of Ukraine. The 
company has over 200 collection stations where the products 
are carefully selected, providing the best quality. The compa-
ny performs primary processing of berries and mushrooms 
using own equipment in order to meet the requirements of 
our consumers worldwide. The company already exports to 
the EU countries, such as Poland, Germany, Italy, Spain, the 
Netherlands etc. Our major customers are producers of food 
and additives, pharmaceutical companies, hotels and restau-
rants companies.
Svit Fruktu has a variety of products to provide to B2B cus-
tomers in different market segments. Our main products are 
bilberry, raspberry, elderberry, rosehip, strawberry, blackberry, 
walnuts, organic and conventional herbs and seeds. At the 
moment our main focus is frozen and dried products, and 
we are developing the production sites in Ukraine to provide 
our customers with more added value products upon their 
requests.

25 PERMANENT
300 SEASONAL

28,000

90,000,000

FROZEN RASPBERRY, BILBERRY,  
ELDERBERRY, STRAWBERRY, 
BLACKBERRY, FROZEN AND 
DRIED ROSEHIP, WALNUTS 

0810201000,  
0810209000, 
0802320000, 
0810907500, 
0810403000,  
0810100000,  
0811905000 

21 TYSYANSKA ST, BUSHTYNO VIL-
LAGE, TYACHIV DISTRICT, ZAKAR-
PATTIA REGION, 90556 UKRAINE

+380678820024
OFFICE@SVITFRUKTU.COM

LLC

svitfruktu.com

http://www.svitfruktu.com


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

35

THE POWER OF 
NATURE

CERTIFICATIONS

Olena Prudnikova
Director

+380983000001
powerofnature.ua@gmail.com

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland

The company was founded in 2016. From the beginning, 
the decision was made to grow only organic products. We 
grow organic strawberry, raspberry, blackberry, a few types of 
vegetables, and some cereals. We export our products to the 
European Union and sell domestically.

20 PERMANENT
100 SEASONAL

60

100,000

FROZEN AND FRESH STRAW-
BERRY, RASPBERRY

0811109000, 0811203100 

95 VYSHNEVA ST, STAROVIRIVKA 
VILLAGE, NOVA VODOLAHA DIS-
TRICT, KHARKIV REGION, 63256 
UKRAINE 

+380983000001
POWEROFNATURE.UA@GMAIL.

LLC

powerofnature.com.ua

http://powerofnature.com.ua/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

36

WEST BERRY

CERTIFICATIONS

Iryna Voloshyn

+380676713483
westberry.sales@gmail.com

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, France, Poland, Italy, Latvia,  

Austria, Lithuania, Spain

West Berry Company was founded in February 2016. 
The main activity is collection and sale of wild berries, their 
primary processing, namely, cleaning, sorting, freezing and 
subsequent wholesale trade in the countries of the European 
Union. 

For the last 5 years, the company has exported more than 
10,000 tonnes of frozen berries to such countries as Germany, 
France, Poland, Italy, Latvia, Austria, Lithuania, and Spain.

15 PERMANENT
60 SEASONAL

2,500

8,900,000

FROZEN SEA-BUCK-
THORN,  
BLACKTHORN, ROSE-

0811 

73/1 TRUSKAVETSKA ST, DROHO-
BYCH TOWN, LVIV REGION, 82100 
UKRAINE

+380977291341
+380989030903
OFFICE.WESTBERRY@GMAIL.
COM

LTD

westberryua.all.biz

https://westberryua.all.biz/en/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

37

YAROFRUIT

CERTIFICA-

Nataliia Gerasymenko 

+380687413322
yarosaleseu@gmail.com

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Germany, Italy, France, Belgium,  

Sweden, Kuwait

YAROFRUIT company is a leader in collecting, processing and supply-
ing high-quality frozen fruit and berries for all kinds of industries. All 
wild berries are collected in clean regions of Ukraine. It allows to con-
trol and receive eco-friendly and safe raw materials – wild berries from 
the stage of preparation and collection of berries in the forest. The 
company was established in 2016. Our activities focus on leadership 
in the segment of frozen fruit and berries, emphasizing the quality of 
incoming raw materials and processing technologies using the mod-
ern European equipment. Collection of raw materials is carried out in 
Ukraine in ecologically-clean Volyn, Lviv and Carpathian regions. 

Our production facilities are located in the Carpathians and Lviv 
region. Today, there are 2 freezing places and 8 warehouses where 
3,000 tonnes of frozen food can be stored at the same time. Recently 
we have invested UAH 7 mln in the modern sorting and packaging 
equipment. Our production capacity allows us to produce more than 
120 tonnes of frozen wild blueberry on a daily basis.

30 PERMANENT
50 SEASONAL

15,000

12,000,000

FROZEN FRUITS, BER-
RIES

0803-0813

16 VOKZALNA ST, ZHOVKVA TOWN,  
LVIV REGION, 80300 UKRAINE

380961693787
YAROFRUIT@UKR.NET

LLC



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

38

ZEMLIA ORGANIC

CERTIFICATIONS

Olha Porovchuk  
Co-owner 

+380635944060
porovchuk.olha@gmail.com

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Netherlands

Our organic farm was established in 2016 to become a center of hon-
est, genuine, and healthy food for people and land. Zemlia Organic 
operates on 200 ha of its own certified organic land. All the food 
grown on the farm is organic and certified according to the organic 
standards of the European Union.
In 2019, Zemlia Organic launched a modern food shock freezing and 
packing factory for the berries and mushrooms with the capacity of 
up to 300 tonnes.
We started developing and improving our organic methods on a 
smaller scale with Joan Jay and Himbo Top raspberry varieties. In 
2017-2021, our products in the amount of 140 tonnes were exported to 
the EU.
In 2019, we planted 3 ha of Honey strawberry and 1 ha of Victoria 
rhubarb, and gathered the first 26 tonnes of strawberry and 2 tonnes 
of rhubarb in 2020. In 2021, we also sold 20 tonnes of strawberry and 
raspberry each. We are consistently expanding our organic lands and 
today we have reached more than 200 ha.
Our farm and freezing facilities are located 75 km from the border 
with Poland, which facilitates the logistics and export.
We are open to cooperation!

5 PERMANENT
50 SEASONAL

100

160,000

FROZEN RASPBERRY 
AND   
STRAWBERRY

0811109000, 0811203100

194 LVIVSKA ST, VELYKYI LIUBIN  
VILLAGE, LVIV DISTRICT, LVIV RE-
GION,  
81555 UKRAINE

+380635944060 
ZEMLIAORGANIC@GMAIL.COM

LLC

zemliaorganic.com

https://www.zemliaorganic.com/english
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Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

40

AGROFIRMA GIZIVSCHYNA

CERTIFICATIONS

Karina Bazyak 

+380634369189  
karinabazyak69@gmail.com

LLC 

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Austria, Poland

The company was established in 2020 in Shepetivka town, 
Khmelnytskyi region, and is a part of the corporate structure 
of Epicentr Agro. 
Using high-tech machinery the company produces high-qual-
ity organic spelt and soybeans. The process of production and 
export is handled by professional managers working in the 
company. Although the company already exports to the EU 
countries (Poland, Austria, Germany) and Canada, it seeks to 
expand its export portfolio. 

8

2,000

SPELT, SOYBEANS

1001911000

20 PODILSKY LANE, SHEPE-
TIVKA TOWN, KHMELNYTSKYI 
REGION, 30400 UKRAINE

+380964502540
A.SAVCHUK@AGRO-CORP.



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

41

AHIMSA  

CERTIFICA-

Anton Ramanov 
CEO

+380639756939
a.ramanov@ahimsa.ua

DVIPA LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

USA

In 2005 we gathered a group 
of people who like to live in a 
different way – with no harm, 
envy, greed, etc. We want to 
change our life for better and 
create a community of people  
who can show that we can be 
happier working together with 
nature and cows. And we did it! 
We got the best 150 hectares of 
land and soil in Ukraine – a na-
ture reserve in one of the purest 
places – Chernechchyna village, 
Dnipropetrovsk region, on the 
bank of the purest river of Europe 
– the Orel River. Since that time 
we have been turning our ideas 
into reality and creating a small 
village: work hard, develop land 
and grow!

Now we have:
• 40 hectares of berry fields  

(strawberry, raspberry, red 
currant);

• 100 hectares of amaranth, 
spelt, wheat, rye, and corn;

• 5 qualified specialists, who 
are practicing the Ahimsa 
lifestyle and bring love and 
care to our plants;

• more than 40 people, who 
live together, work on fields 
with love and care, and who 
are fully happy about that;

• our Ahimsa™;
• thousands and thousands  

of grateful customers, who 
love our products.

50

1,000

2,500,000

AMARANTH,  
STRAWBERRY

1008900000

30 LISOVA ST, CHERNECHCHY-
NA VILLAGE, DNIPROPETRO-
VSK REGION, 51111 UKRAINE

+380660289391
SALES@AHIMSA.UA

ahimsa.ua

https://ahimsa.ua/
https://ahimsa.ua/en/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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AGROFIRMA POLE

CERTIFICATIONS

Vladyslav Tomenko

0633704111,  
head.sales@agropole.com.ua

LLC 

EXPORT MARKETS 

Hungary, Malaysia, UK, France, Slovenia,  

Netherlands, Switzerland, Poland, Czech Republic

Agrofirma Pole LLC was established in 2007. Since 2009, the compa-
ny has produced both traditional and organic millet, pasta, assorted 
flour. The company supplies more than 12,000 tonnes a year of or-
ganic and 8,000 tonnes a year of traditional products. Agrofirma Pole 
LLC cooperates with 15 agricultural enterprises of Ukraine with a total 
organic area of   10,000 hectares. All of them are located in ecologically 
clean regions of Ukraine. 
In 2011, 80% of the company’s products were exported to the EU 
market and Agrofirma Pole LLC became the leader of the Ukrainian 
market for the production of organic hulled millet. In 2012, Agrofir-
ma Pole LLC had three agricultural enterprises certified for organic 
production, and this step made it possible to place orders for raw 
materials in these farms in advance for next year. In 2012-2013 season, 
the company’s production of organic products reached 50% of total 
production and amounted to more than 1,000 tonnes. In 2015, an ele-
vator complex with 8 silos was put into operation. In 2016, installation 
works and commissioning of 8 silos were continued. In December 
2018, the equipment for vacuum and gas packaging of products in 
large volumes (bags) was purchased. Almost 99% of organic products 
are sold to the EU. 

80

10,000

1,000,000

HULLED MILLET

11042917

14A/1 SURIKOVA ST, CHER-
KASY, 18028 UKRAINE 

+3804722641588
HEAD.QUALITY@AGROPOLE.
COM.UA

agropole.com.ua

https://agropole.com.ua


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)
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Products for export
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AGROTEMP PLUS

CERTIFICATIONS

Oleksiy Prodanets
Export Manager

+380976907435
Agrotemp337@ukr.net

PE

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Austria

Agrotemp Plus Private Enterprise was founded in 2005 and 
has been engaged in agricultural production ever since. Since 
2016, the company has been certified organic and produces 
organic winter barley, rapeseed, wheat, sunflower, corn, cori-
ander, peas, and buckwheat. 
The company has modern equipment that ensures high qual-
ity of our products. 
The company has already exported flax, coriander, peas and 
corn to Germany and rapeseed to Austria.

40 PERMANENT
60 SEASONAL

3,000-4,000

2,500,000

PEAS, RAPESEED, 
SUNFLOWER, CORN, 
WHEAT, BARLEY, BUCK-
WHEAT, BEANS

0708100000, 120600, 
1005900000, 
1001990000, 
1003900000

2 URSOLA ST, GALZHBIIVKA 
VILLAGE, YAMPIL DISTRICT, 
VINNYTSIA REGION, 24504 
UKRAINE 

+380433622101
AGROTEMP337@UKR.NET



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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AGROWEST GROUP

CERTIFICATIONS

Vita Osinska
FEA Manager 

+380935682916
exportgaleksagro@

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany

AGROVEST GROUP LLC was founded in 2011. The main activity 
is certified organic crop and livestock production.
The company specializes in production of organic  
cereals and legumes. The main crops grown are wheat, barley, 
buckwheat, soybeans, and corn.
Today, the farm grows crops on the area of 3,892 hectares, 
which are certified according to the EU organic requirements. 
The company is export-oriented. Some of the organic crops 
are exported to the EU market, i.e. Poland, Germany, Switzer-
land, and the rest remain as feed for the cattle.
The company is a breeder of Simmental cattle.  
The number of cattle amounts to 1,760 heads, including 755 
dairy cows. All the Simmental cattle and dairy cattle have 
been imported from Europe. To achieve high results, the 
latest technologies for keeping Simmental cattle in organic 
livestock production have been introduced.

100

6,500

2,400,000

CORN, WHEAT, SPELT, 
OATS

1005900000, 
1001911000, 
1004900000, 
1001912000 

1 PERSHOTRAVNEVA ST, 
SMOLDYRIV VILLAGE, BARA-
NIVKA DISTRICT, ZHYTOMYR 
REGION, 11714 UKRAINE 

+380509738056
BUHAGROVEST1@GMAIL.

agrowestgroup.com.ua

https://agropole.com.ua
https://agrowestgroup.com.ua/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
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Products for export
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ARNIKA ORGANIC 
(ARNIKA GROUP)

CERTIFICATIONS

Viktoriia Vasylchenko  
Head of Export  
Department 

+380952600478
v.vasylchenko@arnika.org.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

 EU, UK, USA, Canada, Switzerland, Japan 

Arnika Agroindustrial Group is the largest producer and ex-
porter of its own-grown organic commodities in Ukraine. Also, 
it is the second-largest organic company in Europe. 
We produce organic corn,soybeans,sunflower (high oleic), 
millet, chickpeas, beans, flax and hemp. In addition, we imple-
ment R&D in breeding and ensure our own storing, handling 
and processing. 
Arnika guarantees full transparency and traceability of the 
production chain as we use 24/7 GPS- monitoring and un-
manned technologies during field operations.
Our goods are certified in accordance with international,na-
tional and private organic standards. 
Besides,we have a powerful logistician department and can 
deliver our goods by trucks,rail wagons,sea containers and 
vessels. Therefore we successfully export to customers from 
Europe, Asia, the Middle East and North America and are well 
known internationally.

600

40,000-70,000

CORN, SOYBEANS, 
MILLET, GOLDEN FLAX, 
HEMP, HIGH OLEIC 
SUNFLOWER OIL

1201900000, 
1201900000, 
1008290000, 
1204009000, 
1207999100, 
1507109000
 

5 AVTOPARKIVSKYI IMPASSE, 
HLOBYNE TOWN, KREMEN-
CHUK DISTRICT, POLTAVA 
REGION, 39001 UKRAINE 

+380952600478
V.VASYLCHENKO@ARNIKA.

arnika.organic

https://agropole.com.ua
https://arnika.organic/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
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CEPHEUS-EKO

CERTIFICATIONS

Andrii Gordiychuk  

+380669094220
ao@allinfoody.comgmail.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Switzerland, Poland, Romania,  

Austria, France, Bulgaria

Cepheus-eko is an organic producer which is a part of All in 
Foody Group, one of the largest organic producers in Ukraine. 
All in Foody Group was founded in 2013 and started its work 
on the fields which had not been cultivated for over 20 years. 
Today the company manages about 10,000 ha of land and ex-
ports 90% of its products to Germany, Switzerland, the Nether-
lands, Poland and Austria. The company produces only those 
crops which are ideal for the climatic conditions of the north 
of Ukraine, where the company’s lands are located (Zhytomyr 
region). These are wheat, spelt, buckwheat, Styrian pump-
kin, soybeans, sunflower, wheat etc. Combined with modern 
approaches to organic farming, it allows getting products of 
the highest quality. The company is certified according to the 
Equivalent European Union Organic Production & Processing 
Standard and Bio Suisse. 
 

46

20,000

10, 000 000 

SPELT, SOYBEANS,  
SUNFLOWER, BUCK-
WHEAT

1001911000, 
1201900000, 
120600, 1008100000
 

5A SHOSEINA ST, BRONYKY 
VILLAGE, NOVOHRAD-VOLYN-
SKYI DISTRICT, ZHYTOMYR 
REGION, 11772  UKRAINE

+380673117939
POST@ALLINFOODY.COM

allinfoody.com

https://agropole.com.ua
https://allinfoody.com


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
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Products for export
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CHEMEX LTD

CERTIFICATIONS

Eugene Blokhin  

+380675449337
eugene.blokhin@himex.org

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

 EU, UK

CHEMEX LTD has a history of more that 20 years in business. In 2020, 
the company launched its new organic processing plant in Kyiv 
region. CHEMEX LTD supplies premium quality organic ingredients 
and ancient grains under the brand name ProOrganica for the EU/
UK food and feed industry. The company works with certified organic 
small to medium size Ukrainian farms, ensuring full traceability and 
transparency throughout the entire supply chain. The processing 
plant dehulls, sorts, cleans and packs organic products in line with 
the EU organic and food safety requirements together with speci-
fied customer requirements. Storage facilities allow raw materials 
and cleaned grains to be stored separately in dry and well-ventilat-
ed space with a total area of 2,235 sq m. All products are certi fied in 
accordance with the EU organic and BioSuisse standards. The Food 
Safety Management System has been successfully implemented and 
certified according to IS0 22000:2018. The company cooperates with 
independent accredited laboratories in Ukraine, the EU and UK to 
confirm quality, safety and organic status of all the raw materials and 
products. Each year CHEMEX LTD  exhibits  under the brand name 
ProOrganica at the international fairs for organic products like Biofach 
(Germany), Natural&Organic Products Europe (UK), Middle East Or-
ganic&Natural Expo (UAE) and Sana (Italy).

30

6,500

1 500 000

HULLED SPELT, BUCKWHEAT GROATS,  
CORIANDER SEEDS, ORGANIC SPELT,  
ORGANIC BUCKWHEAT GROATS,  
ORGANIC BROWN AND GOLDEN  

FLAXSEEDS

1104291700 
1103199000 
0909210000
1104291700
1103199000
1204009000

 

14 MOLODIZHNA ST, ROZHIV 
VILLAGE, BUCHA DISTRICT, 
KYIV REGION, 08043 UKRAINE

+380675449337
INFO@HIMEX.ORG

proorganica.com

https://agropole.com.ua
https://proorganica.com/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
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Products for export
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DANUBE AGRARIAN

CERTIFICATIONS

Roman Dyazhuk 
Director  

+380674842890 
dunagrariy@gmail.com

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

Switzerland, Austria, Czech Republic, Romania

Danube Agrarian is a Ukrainian organic enterprise with more 
than 2,000 ha of land on which organic vegetables, fruits, 
cereals and other crops are grown.

The company was established in 2014. We produce such or-
ganic products as cereals, commercial crops, flax, vegetables, 
fruits, watermelons, melons, medicinal herbs, as well as frisps, 
chips and pastille from our fruits and vegetables. 

The company already exports to the EU countries, i.e. the 
Czech Republic, Austria, Switzerland, and Romania.

38 PERMANENT
100 SEASONAL

7,595

1,900,000

RAPESEED, OATS, SUNFLOWER, 
WHEAT, BARLEY, FLAX, LENTILS, 
MILLET, SWEET POTATO, PUMP-
KINS, MELONS, WATERMELONS, 
FRUITS, FRUIT FRISPS, HERBS, 
CHICKEN EGGS, CHICKENS

1001990000, 
1206009900, 
1003900000, 
1204009000,  
0807110,  
1008290000, 
0709939000, 
0407110000

37 YAROSLAVA MUDROHO ST, 
SAFYANY VILLAGE, IZMAIL 
DISTRICT, ODESA REGION, 
68670 UKRAINE

+380484141049
DUNAGRARIY@GMAIL.COM

dunagrarian.com

https://agropole.com.ua
https://dunagrarian.com/ua/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
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Products for export
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DEDDENS AGRO

CERTIFICATIONS

Viktor Scherbachuk
Director

+380673329012
ritterbioagro@ukr.net

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Romania

DEDDENS AGRO was established in November 2006. It is 
located in Rivne region and produces organic crops, such as 
corn, soybeans, oats, wheat, barley, rapeseed, strawberry and 
raspberry according to the EU organic, Naturland and COR 
standards.

The company already exports to Germany and Romania.

40 PERMANENT
100 SEASONAL

10,000

4,000,000

CORN, SOYBEANS, 
OATS, WHEAT, BARLEY, 
RAPESEED, FROZEN 

1201900000, 
1001990000, 

48 TSENTRALNA ST, RUSYVEL 
VILLAGE, GOSCHA DISTRICT, 
RIVNE REGION, 35452 UKRAINE 

+380673628005
DEDDENSAGRO@GMAIL.COM



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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DIBROVA FARMS

CERTIFICATIONS

Valeriy Melnyk
Director

+380505109833
dibrovafarms@gmail.com

LLC

The company was established in the village of Dubrovytsya 
by the american citizen Roman Fedorovych. Dibrova Farms 
LLC produces and exports to the EU countries such crops as 
soybeans, spelt, hemp seeds, rapeseed and others.

Our company has up to 40 employees every year. We have our 
own fleet of machinery, including combine harvesters, small 
and big tractors, drills and planters, as well as lots of tillage de-
vices. Moreover, last year we managed to build our own small 
elevator with cleaning and drying machines. 

40

1,500-2,000

400,000

SOYBEANS, HEMP 
SEEDS, SPELT, RAPE-
SEED

120190000, 
1207999100, 
1001911000, 
1205109000

5A VOKZALNA ST, DUBROVYT-
SYA VILLAGE, SARNY DISTRICT, 
RIVNE REGION, 34100 UKRAINE

+380980315352
OFFICEDIBROVAFARMS@UKR.
NET

ukrhempseed.online

https://ukrhempseed.online/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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DYVO YAGODA

CERTIFICATIONS

Vitaliy Vasylyev

+380636141060
dyvoyahoda@meta.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

EU

The company was founded in 2018.  The company produces 
such organic products as fresh and frozen raspberry, fresh 
and frozen strawberry, buckwheat, chickpeas, spelt, and corn. 
In 2020 and 2021, the company exported to the EU.
Since its founding, our company has embarked on the path 
of development as an organic, technological, modern and 
export-oriented enterprise. A certain share of manufactured 
products also goes to the domestic market. We also have a 
social project - we supply berries to the kindergartens.

40 PERMANENT
250 SEASONAL

350

600,000

FROZEN RASPBERRY 
AND STRAWBERRY, 
SPELT, CORN

0811109000, 0811203100

10 SHEVCHENKO ST, DRUZHBA 
VILLAGE, KRASNOGRAD DIS-
TRICT, KHARKIV REGION, 63345 
UKRAINE

+380636141060
DYVOYAHODA@META.UA

miracleberry.com.ua/en

http://miracleberry.com.ua/en/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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FIRMA DIAMANT LTD

CERTIFICATIONS

Vitalii Kobieliev 

+380506633188
export7@diamantltd.com.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Croatia, Slovenia, Hungary, Poland,  

UK, UAE, South Africa

The company was established in 1993. We produce organic 
and conventional products. Our product range includes both 
boiled and uncooked cereals from all types of grain and leg-
umes, as well as mixtures based on them. We have successful-
ly exported our products to Croatia, Slovenia, Hungary, Poland, 
the UK, the UAE, and South Africa.

Firma Diamant LTD, LLC creates healthy food for responsible 
and active consumers who care about themselves and their 
families, health and family comfort.

100

1,000

5,000,000

OAT FLAKES

1104229500

57 PETRA DOROSHENKA ST, POL-
TAVA, 36014 UKRAINE 

+380503677355
NK@DIAMANTLTD.COM.UA

ITC PROFILE

diamantltd.com.ua

http://miracleberry.com.ua/en/
https://diamantltd.com.ua/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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GALEKS-AGRO

CERTIFICATIONS

Vita Osinska

+380935682916
exportgaleksagro@gmail.com

PE

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany

Galeks-Agro PE was founded in 2008. The company’s main 
activities include organic crop production and animal hus-
bandry. The company grows wheat, spelt, rye, soybeans, 
barley, oats, millet, and corn on the area of over 9,000 ha. It is 
certified according to the Equivalent European Union Organic 
Production & Processing Standard and Bio Suisse. It also spe-
cializes in breeding of Simmental breed of cattle. Galeks-Agro 
PE has experience of exporting its products to the EU coun-
tries and Switzerland.

254

10,000

3,500,000

SPELT, OATS, MIL-
LET, BARLEY, CORN, 
WHEAT, SOYBEANS

1001911000, 
1004900000, 
1008290000, 
1003900000, 
1005900000, 
1001190000, 
1201900000

33 MICHURINA ST, STRYIEVA VIL-
LAGE, NOVOGRAD-VOLYNSKYI 
DISTRICT, ZHYTOMYR REGION, 
11777 UKRAINE

+380935682916

ITC PROFILE



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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GOLD EXIM

CERTIFICA-

Max Matsepliuk
Export Manager 

+380675574754
m.matsepliuk@goldexim.net

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

Belgium

We, as Gold Exim, provide our clients with agricultural com-
modities. 
Among the main products of our company are pulses and oil 
seeds. The pulse crops include beans, lentils, chickpeas, peas, 
vetch etc. And our oil seeds range mainly consists of mustard 
and flax seeds. 

Our processing plant for cleaning and packing has a very 
high level of quality control thanks to the modern equipment, 
which allows us to offer a vast range of various agricultural 
products that are not mentioned above. 

Since 2014, we have built successful relationships with cus-
tomers from a large number of European and Middle Eastern 
countries and proved ourselves as a consistent and reliable 
supplier of raw materials for food industry. 

10 PERMANENT
12 SEASONAL

3,000

1,500,000

WHITE BEANS, SOY-
BEANS, BUCKWHEAT, 
MILLET, OAT, 

0713310000 
1201900000
1008100000 
1008290000
1004900000
1001919000

19/2 DEPOVSKA ST, KHMEL-
NYTSKYI, 29000 UKRAINE

+380675574754
INFO@GOLDEXIM.NETITC PROFILE

goldexim.net

http://miracleberry.com.ua/en/
https://goldexim.net/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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IZIUMSKE

CERTIFICATIONS

Yuriy Mikhaylov
Director

+380503006390

m3006390@gmail.com

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

Belgium

The company was established in 1998 and started organic 
production in 2015. The company produces organic spelt and 
vegetables. Iziumske has not had export experience to the EU 
yet, but we’d like to start to export this year. We have 90 hec-
tares of organic land in Kharkiv region and we’re in the new 
direction of our organic business. We mainly produce organic 
spelt and we really like this crop and know it is an important 
product for the international markets.

5

270-300

50,000

SPELT

001911000

4A IZIUMSKA ST, FEDORIVKA VIL-
LAGE, IZIUM DISTRICT, KHARKIV 
REGION, 64331 UKRAINE

+380503006390
M3006390@GMAIL.COM

ITC PROFILE



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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KUNIVSKE

CERTIFICATIONS

Viktor Scherbachuk

Director

+380673329012

ritterbioagro@ukr.net

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany

KUNIVSKE was established in 1998. It produces organic crops, 
like soybeans, corn, and oats. The company already exports to 
Germany.

In 2018, the company started its organic farming on the area 
of 1,234.4 hectares, 720.8 hectares of which are arable land, 
309.9 hectares of hayfields, and 203.7 hectares of pastures. At 
the moment, the company is developing its land bank and 
studying the best organic practices. All the farm lands are 
cultivated organically.

40 PERMANENT
60 SEASONAL

3,000

1,500,000

SOYBEANS, CORN, 
OATS

1005900000, 
1004900000,
1201900000

1А PRYKORDONNA ST, KUNIV 
VILLAGE, SHEPETIVKA DISTRICT, 
KHMELNYTSKYI REGION, 30310 
UKRAINE 

+380972356608

ITC PROFILE



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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KVARK

CERTIFICATIONS

Vasyl Loban
Export Manager

+380679012098
kvark_tov@ukr.net

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Switzerland, Israel

The company was founded in 1992. Since 2008 it has been 
engaged in organic crop production certified according to the 
EU organic and Bio Swiss standards. 

The company has about 500 hectares of leased agricultural 
land where it grows wheat, barley, oats, buckwheat, soybeans, 
and millet. It has a sufficient number of qualified personnel, 
agricultural machinery,  and storage facilities. 

The company exports soybeans, rye, millet, and buckwheat to 
the EU and Israel. 

12 PERMANENT
20 SEASONAL

1,000

1,000,000

OATS, MILLET, BUCK-
WHEAT, RYE, SOY-
BEANS

1004900000, 
1008290000, 
1008100000, 
1002900000, 
1201900000

KHUDOLIIVKA VILLAGE, MYRGO-
ROD DISTRICT, POLTAVA REGION, 
45630 UKRAINE

+380965453147
KVARK_TOV@UKR.NET

ITC PROFILE

KVARK.PP.UA

http://www.kvark.pp.ua


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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LYST-RUCHKY

CERTIFICATIONS

Volodymyr  
Zakharchenko
Export Manager

+380674663602
V.Zakharchenko@astarta.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Switzerland

Lyst-Rychky LLC is a part of Astarta-Kyiv agricultural holding. 
The company is engaged in organic crop production with the 
land bank of 1,821 hectares located in Poltava region. The main 
crops include millet, sunflower, soybeans, flax, and mustard. 
The company started its transition to organic production in 
2017 and was certified organic in 2020.  The organic products 
are sold on the domestic market and exported. In 2021, the 
company was certified according to Bio Suisse standards.

26 PERMANENT
31 SEASONAL

4,000

2,000,000

FLAX, SOYBEANS, MIL-
LET, MUSTARD, SUN-
FLOWER 

1201900000, 
1008290000, 
1207509000, 
1206009900

26 SARSKA ST, RUCHKY VIL-
LAGE, GADYACH DISTRICT, POL-
TAVA REGION, 37336 UKRAINE

+380674663602 
OFFICE@ASTARTA.UA

ASTARTAHOLDING.COM

https://astartaholding.com


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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MAKYSHYNSKYI SAD 

CERTIFICATIONS

Sergiy Dovgan
Head of FE

+380674880721
dovganse@ukr.net

FE

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Czech Republic, Poland, Netherlands, 

Makyshynskyi Sad Farm was established in 2007, and since 
2012 it has been producing organic products. It grows such 
organic crops as spelt, lupines, oats and mustard. The farm 
leases land with an area of   1,600 hectares, which is only used 
to cultivate organic products. Each year, an average of 2,000 
tonnes of legumes are exported to Germany, Poland, the 
Czech Republic, and the Netherlands. In the future, the farm 
plans to use new high-yielding varieties of crops, updated 
machinery and equipment. In addition, the farm plans to pro-
cess crops into final products for human consumption, which 
requires special equipment and facilities. 

14 PERMANENT
20 SEASONAL

2,000

720,000

SPELT, MUSTARD, 
OATS

1001911000, 
1004900000

15 SOLOVYINA ST, MAKYSHYN 
VILLAGE, HORODNIA DISTRICT, 
CHERNIHIV  
REGION, 15172 UKRAINE

+380662044118

ITC PROFILE



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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NIKA-FENIKS

CERTIFICATIONS

Ignat Kuralov

+380679282965
kfhnika@ukr.net

FE

EXPORT MARKETS 

Netherlands, Israel

Nika-Feniks FE was established in 2008. The company pro-
duces and exports organic millet, hulled millet, coriander, 
mustard, and sunflower seeds to the EU countries.

5

600

270,000

MILLET, HULLED MIL-
LET, CORIANDER, 
MUSTARD, SUNFLOW-

1004900000, 
11042917, 
09092, 120750, 
1206009900

143 LENINA ST, NOVI KAPLANY 
VILLAGE, BOLGRAD DISTRICT, 
ODESA REGION, 68410 UKRAINE 

+380484534240
KFHNIKA@UKR.NET

ITC PROFILE



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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ORGANIC LIFE

CERTIFICATIONS

Ilona Lyabakh, 
Director

+380502838726
sales@organic-life.
in.ua

FE

The company was founded in 2011 with the aim to distribute 
organic food in Ukraine. 

We can export both organic and conventional products, most-
ly wheat, rye, oats, barley, millet, amaranth seeds, flax seeds, 
rye flour, wheat flour, amaranth flour, etc. 
As a trader,  we can source all the products from the local 
market, deliver them, and check the quality and load in con-
tainers provided the quality is in conformity with the buyer’s 
requirements. We ship in containers in bulk or big bags on 
CFR basis.

At the beginning of 2014, Organic Country TM was created 
and from that moment we have been distributing organic 
products certified by Organic Standard.

10

100

300,000

WHEAT, AMARANTH 
SEEDS, AMARANTH, 
RYE AND BARLEY 

1001190000, 11029

4 RADYSCHEVA ST, KYIV, 03126 
UKRAINE

+380443314815
SALES@ORGANIC-LIFE.IN.UAITC PROFILE

SALES@ORGANIC-LIFE.IN.UA

http://sales@organic-life.in.ua


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
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Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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ORGANIC ORIGINAL

CERTIFICATIONS

Andriy Olefirenko 
Director

+380675060757
olefir@ecorod.ua

FE

EXPORT MARKETS
Germany, Lithuania, Moldova, USA, Vietnam, UK

Organic Original was established in 2011 and is the pioneer 
of organic market in Ukraine. We manufacture an extensive 
range of organic products, such as corn sticks, groats, and 
flour all year round. We also produce organic watermelons 
seasonally - from August to September. 

The company products are well known in Ukraine under 
Ecorod brand which is widely represented in all the Ukrainian 
natural-food stores and in major retail chains - Auchan, Metro, 
Billa and others. The production capacity for corn puffs is up 
to 200,000 packs per month, processed cereals and flour - up 
to 150 tonnes monthly. 

We have experience of exporting to Germany, Lithuania, Mol-
dova, the USA, Vietnam, and the UK.

30 PERMANENT
40 SEASONAL

UP TO 200,000 PACKS OF CORN 
STICKS, UP TO 150 TONNES OF 
PROCESSED CEREALS AND FLOUR 
MONTHLY, UP TO 1,000 TONNES OF 
WATERMELONS PER SEASON  

FLOUR, GROATS, CORN 
STICKS,  
WATERMELONS

1101, 1102, 
1904209100, 
08071100

21-A NOVOZABARSKA ST, KYIV, 
UKRAINE, 04074 

+380443538321
INFO@ECOROD.UA

ECOROD.UA

http://www.ecorod.ua




Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
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Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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SKVYRSKYI GRAIN
PROCESSING FACTORY

CERTIFICATIONS

Igor Sokol
Head of Export Department

+380675055476
sokol82@skviryanka.com.ua

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

EU, Midde East, Asia, Africa, CIS, North  
and South America (80+ countries around the world)

Skvyrskyi Grain Processing Factory Ltd was established in 1986-1991  
on the basis of the grain reception centre operating since 1931. 
Having passed a long path from a grain storage facility to a large-
scale factory, today it is a modern, powerful and versatile enterprise, 
one of the leaders of cereal industry in Ukraine and one of the biggest 
plants in Eastern Europe.
The factory produces different types and grades of groats, flakes and 
flours from buckwheat, oats, corn, wheat/spelt, rye, barley, and millet. 
The products are represented in organic, conventional, gluten-free, 
and baby food quality.
The packing options include bulk, retail (TM Skvyriaka and TM Skvyra) 
and private-label packaging. Skvyrskyi Grain Processing Factory Ltd 
is a regular supplier for such worldwide brands as Danone, Nestle, 
Cerealto, Hero, Kellog’s. 
Nowadays, the factory processes more than 5,000 tonnes of grain per 
month and more than 50% of the production volume is exported to 
the EU, Midde East, Asia, Africa, CIS, North and South America mar-
kets (80+ countries around the world).
The factory is certified according to FSSC 22000, Halal, EU organic 
(UA-BIO-108), Bio Suisse, and Sedex standards.

324

40,000

20,000,000

OAT FLAKES, HULLED 
MILLET

1104229500, 
11042917

25, KYIVSKA ST, SKVYRA TOWN, 
KYIV REGION, 09000 UKRAINE 

+380456852466
SOKOL82@SKVIRYANKA.COM.UA

SKVIRYANKA.COM.UA

https://skviryanka.com.ua/uk/
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UKRBIOLAND 

CERTIFICATIONS

Ilona Bondarenko
Export Manager 

+38 050 579 35 50 

+48 574 561 368

ilona.bondarenko@ukrbioland.com

SOLONIANSKYI ZAVOD AHROPOLIMERDETAL LLC,
ZAVOD PLASTMASOVYKH VYROBIV SUPUTNYK LLC, 
NVP SAD LLC, KOLOS LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Austria, 

Czech Republic, Izrael, etc

UkrBioLand – the family-owned and operated 
organic agricultural servicing cooperative with 
the land bank over 5 500 ha located in the 
Dnipropetrovsk region, the center of Ukraine. 

UkrBioLand farms started its activities in 2003. 
Since 2013, for the last years, it has been work-
ing on the development of Ukrainian organic 
production and asserting values of careful and 
responsible agri-producer.

For the present time, the UkrBioLand cooper-
ative includes the following farms: 

• LLC SOLONIANSKYI ZAVOD 
“AHROPOLIMERDETAL”;

• LLC ZAVOD PLASTMASOVYKH VYROBIV 
“SUPUTNYK”;

• LLC “KOLOS”;

• LLC “NVP SAD”.

100% of our lands are certified, to minimize 
the risk of contamination with non-organic 
products.

UkrBioLand is in TOP 5 organic producers in 
Ukraine by the farm size. 

On the best soils in the world UkrBioLand is 
growing the high-quality organic products: 

• Cereals: Spelt, Soft Wheat, Amaranth;
• Pulses: Lentil (Beluga Black), Mung 

Beans;
• Oil crops: Sunflower seeds (HO), Rape-

seed.

UkrBioLand products meet the main organic 
international standards and are certified by 
the following standards: EU-BIO (UA-BIO-149), 
USDA-NOP, BIO SUISSE and re-certified ac-
cording to Naturland and Bioland standards.

We have extensive experience in export activi-
ties to Germany, Switzerland, the Netherlands, 
Austria, Czech Republic, Israel etc. 

Own modern handling equipment allows 
cleaning (up to 99,99%), drying, storage of the 
best quality organic products.

120

20,000

6,000,000

SPELT, SOFT WHEAT, 
RAPE SEEDS, SUN-
FLOWER SEEDS, ETC

1001911000, 
1001990000, 
1205900090, 
1206009900

1 POLOVA ST, NADIIVKA VILLAGE,
DNIPROPETROVSK REGION, 
52405, UKRAINE

+380566930512
INFO@UKRBIOLAND.COM

UKRBIOLAND.COM

https://www.ukrbioland.com
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STARYI PORYTSK

CERTIFICATIONS

Valentyn Obshtyr 
Director

+380979520032
Porytsk@ukr.net

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Switzerland

Staryi Porytsk LLC is a unique Ukrainian enterprise, founded  
in 2010, producing organic crops and dairy products.

In crop production the work is carried out in 3 directions: grain 
production, fodder production, production of pulse crops and 
fodder grasses.

Currently, the enterprise has 750 heads of cattle, including 300 
heads of dairy cattle.

The average milk yield  for 1 lactation cow is 5,500 kg of milk  
of “Extra” grade per year with a fat content of 3.8% per cow.
The strategy of the enterprise is to ensure a full cycle of pro-
duction and sales of the products “from field to shelf”. The use 
of traditional recipes and control at every stage of production 
ensures the highest quality and excellent taste of our products.

50 PERMANENT
70 SEASONAL

450

1,300,000

SPELT, FLAX, BUCK-
WHEAT

1001911000, 
1204009000, 
1008100000

1 MOLODIZHNA ST, STARYI 
PORYTSK VILLAGE, VOLOD-
YMYR-VOLYNSKYI DISTRICT, 
VOLYN REGION, 16200 UKRAINE 

+380979520032

ITC PROFILE
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TERRA

CERTIFICATIONS

Volodymyr Ruban
Head of FEA Department

+380502496147
l.kolomiychenko.terra@
gmail.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Israel

TERRA LLC was founded in 1998 and is engaged
in production of groats, instant flakes, instant porridges, grano-
la, bean puree soups, etc. TERRA LLC also produces a large 
assortment of small packaging, which is widely represented 
on the domestic market of Ukraine, and cooperates with many 
grocery markets and distributors.

Since 2017, the company has been certified organic by  
Organic Standard and, along with conventional products,
produces and exports organic products. During this time,  
we have gained experience in exporting organic products to  
Poland and Israel.

50 PERMANENT
70 SEASONAL

450

1,300,000

SPELT, FLAX, BUCK-
WHEAT

1001911000, 
1204009000, 
1008100000

1A UCHYTELSKA ST, PERVO-
MAYSKIY TOWN, KHARKIV RE-
GION, 64107 UKRAINE 

+380800212023
OFFICE@TERRA.UA

WWW.TERRA.UA

http://www.terra.ua
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Production capacity 
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Products for export
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Manufacturer’s addres
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TROSTYNKA

CERTIFICATIONS

Andrii Vdovychenko

+380985188709
vdovychenko.a@asnova.com

PAE IM. T.G. SHEVCHENKA

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany

Our company was founded in 1960s. 
We are a modern, innovative company that combines an integrated 
approach to production activities, so we introduce a closed production 
cycle: from organic fertilizers for our own purposes to the processing of 
organic raw materials. We produce a variety of crop and livestock prod-
ucts, take part in international projects and scientific research.
Also, we are a socially responsible company whose main goal is produc-
tion of quality food and development of the internal organic market, 
development of the countryside and preservation of the environment.
Now the company produces such organic products as soybeans, millet, 
buckwheat, spelt and other crops, organic fruit (apple) and vegetables 
(cucumber, tomato, root crops and others) and products of their process-
ing - organic juice and puree.
We also pay great attention to the development of premium beef cattle 
breeding. The total number of cattle is 730 heads of Hereford and Aber-
deen Angus breeds, as well as sheep (Merinolanshaft) - 695 heads, and 
goats (Boer breed) - 177 heads.
In addition, for our own needs, we produce organic fertilizers -  
vermicompost using earthworms and compost.
Since 2018, the Company has been exporting its products to Germany 
and Poland. Also, most of the products are sold on the domestic market 
of Ukraine.

50 PERMANENT
20 SEASONAL

2,000

4,500,000

SOYBEANS, MILLET,  
SPELT, BUCKWHEAT

1201900000, 
1008290000

4 KIROVA ST, TROSTYNKA VIL-
LAGE, VASYLKIV DISTRICT, KYIV 
REGION, 08670 UKRAINE

+380952816063
BOGUTSKY.D@ASNOVA.COM

TROSTYNKA.COM.UA

https://trostynka.com.ua/
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ZHYVA NYVA

CERTIFICATIONS

Nataliia Tsurkanova
Head of Distribution  
Department

+380990336493
 nts.niva@gmail.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Austria, Switzerland

Our company Zhyva Nyva is one of the top ten producers of organ-
ic products in Ukraine, founded in 2009. We have been working for 
about 9 years and are constantly increasing the area under crops.  
We plan that in 2022 we will already have about 3,500 hectares of land. 
The crop rotation includes soybeans, sunflower, corn, millet, buck-
wheat, beans, spelt, and peas. 

All the lands cultivated by Zhyva Nyva LLC are certified according to 
the international organic standards, i.e EU organic,  BioSwiss and COR. 
The products are grown far away from industrial centers using the 
technologies that have a positive impact on the environment. 
The enterprise has a full cycle of grain production, including culti-
vation, cleaning, drying and storage, which allows us to provide the 
buyer with the best quality products. We use a  long-term crop rota-
tion and thoughtful innovative technologies that allow us to get high 
yields of the required quality.

50

8,000

5,500,000

MILLET

1004900000

9 ANDRUSHIVSKA ST, STARA KOTEL-
NYA VILLAGE, ANDRUSHIVKA  
DISTRICT,  
ZHYTOMYR REGION, 13413 UKRAINE

+380990336493
INFO@ZHYVA-NYVA.COM

ITC PROFILE

ZHYVA-NYVA.COM

http://zhyva-nyva.com/en


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
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Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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ZHYVA ZEMLYA  
POTUTORY

CERTIFICATIONS

Ivan Boyko
Director

+380672083859
iboyko12.64@gmail.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Switzerland, Germany

The company is involved in crop and livestock production; 
it also produces herbs and field vegetables. The company is 
owned by the Swiss non-profit organisation “Schiwa Semlja 
Switzerland”. The farm has 250 ha for crop production and 150 
ha used for forage production and as pasture for the cattle. 
The company has been certified organic since 2007, and in 
2021 it received the Demeter “in-conversion” status.

20

500

200,000

SPELT, OATS, WIN-
TER WHEAT, MILLET, 
BUCKWHEAT,  

1001911000, 
1004900000, 
1001912000, 
1008100000, 
12119086 

27 NEKRASOVA ST, POTUTORY VIL-
LAGE, TERNOPIL DISTRICT, TERNO-
PIL REGION, 47524 UKRAINE

+380672083859
IBOYKO12.64@GMAIL.COM

CHAIPOTUTORY.COM.UA

https://www.chaipotutory.com.ua/ua/home


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
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Products for export
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ZOLOTYI PARMEN

CERTIFICATIONS

Ievgen Mysnyk
Director

+380978059349
zolotoi_parmen@ukr.net

FE

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Poland, Austria, Italy, Netherlands, 

Norway, Switzerland, Israel

The company was established in 2005 and has been operating 
as an organic producer since 2012. The company manages 
around 700 ha of lands, producing organic wheat, spelt, buck-
wheat, millet, barley, oats, lupines, pumpkin, apples, and black 
currant. It already export to the EU countries, Switzerland, 
Norway, and Israel.

14 PERMANENT
40 SEASONAL

1,000-2,000

300,000-500,000

MILLET

1008290000

78 KYIVSKA ST, KOROP TOWN, 
CHERNIHIV REGION, 16200 
UKRAINE 

+380465621682
ZOLOTOI_PARMEN@UKR.NET

ORGANIC.APPLE.JUICE

https://www.facebook.com/organic.apple.juice/
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Number of employees
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Turnover 
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Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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ORGANIC MILK

CERTIFICATIONS

Olena Stretovych
Director

+380983188087
estretovich@mail.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

UAE, KSA, Jordan

Organic Milk LLC was founded in 2013. The company became 
the first at the local organic dairy market to conduct its business 
activity in a closed production cycle from forage growing and 
livestock production to raw milk processing and finished prod-
uct manufacturing. 
Organic Milk LLC is a part of the vertically integrated company 
that consists of four companies, functioning in the sphere of 
crop and livestock production. The production capacity is 40 
tonnes/day. The Organic Milk TM product assortment includes 
about 38 dairy products which are sold all over Ukraine. We also 
export to the UAE, KSA and Jordan.
The aim of Organic Milk LLC is to improve the quality of consum-
ers’  life by offering them healthy and safe organic products.

120

13,000

10,400,000

MILK AND SOUR MILK 
PRODUCTS, CHEESE, 
LACTOSE-FREE PROD-

0401

139 ZVIAGELSKA ST, BARANIVKA 
TOWN, NOVOGRAD-VOLYNSKYI DIS-
TRICT, ZHYTOMYR REGION, 12700 
UKRAINE

+380414431515
OFFICE@ORGANIC-MILK.COM.UA

ORGANIC-MILK.COM

http://www.organic-milk.com.ua/en


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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ZHYTOMYR  
BUTTER PLANT

CERTIFICATIONS

Dmytro Koshevych

+380503131568
dkoshevych@rud.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Poland

Zhytomyr Butter Plant JSC (RUD™ Company) is the biggest Ukrainian 
manufacturer of delicious and high-quality ice cream. The supreme 
quality of our products, flexibility, and customer-oriented approach, 
as well as strict quality control, allow our products to be successfully 
distributed in Ukraine as No 1 ice cream brand and exported to more 
than 30 countries worldwide. 

Our unique offer for customers is the combination of excellent prod-
uct quality at a highly competitive price. RUD™ products are available 
in various flavours, class ranges, and types of packaging. 
Тhe company’s product range includes more than one hundred 
varieties of high-quality impulse, take-home, and HoReCa ice cream.
We can supply our ice cream under our brand name RUD™ or as a 
private label product according to customers’ individual needs. Our 
product range is continuously revised to be in step with global trends. 
We use fresh milk and own-produced cream as main components, as 
well as the best other ingredients from all over the world. 

500 PERMANENT
800 SEASONAL

24,500

200,000

ICE CREAM

210500

4 IVANA HONTY ST, ZHYTOMYR, 
10002 UKRAINE

+380412422922
INFO@RUD.UAITC PROFILE

RUD.UA/EN/

https://rud.ua/en/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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FARM GADZ

CERTIFICATIONS

Vasyl Kuz
Export Manager

+380964101993
fg.gadz.sales@gmail.com

ALLC

The orchard of Farm Gadz with an area of 
600 hectares, planted in 2011 is located in 
a special microclimatic zone, which allows 
getting high quality fruits with excellent 
taste characteristics.

In 2021, 70 hectares of new orchard were 
planted, in compliance with modern Italian 
technologies, and more increase in the 
area, together with a nursery, is planned. It 
is planned to produce 1 million seedlings 
annually. The main varieties of apples are: 
Gala, Red Chief, Golden Delicious, Red John 
Prince, Idared, Fuji, Champion, as well as 
other intensive varieties; as well as Confer-
ence for pear, and Stanley for plum, which 
allows us to satisfy the most demanding 
customers.
In 2013, the farm put into operation a fruit 
storage, and in 2015 built a modern refrig-
eration and sorting complex with a total 
area of 5250 m2, which houses a sorting line 
Sorter, which allows us to sort the apples  
by caliber, color and weight.

And in December 2016, a refrigeration com-
plex with a regulated gas environment (CGS) 
with a capacity of 6,500 tonnes of storage 
was opened.
In 2020, the fourth phase of construction 
of a fruit storage facility with a regulated 
aerated medium with a capacity of 4,500 
tonnes took place.
In 2021 the fruit processing plant was put 
into operation, with a capacity of 6 tonnes 
per hour. In July 2021, the Farm Gadz 
launched a line of aseptic bottling puree, 
and from August - a line of juices of direct 
extraction.
In 2017, the Ukrsushka drying line was put 
into operation at the Gadz Farm. The use of 
red emitters and convection system allows 
us to dry different types of fruit with high 
productivity.
We are constantly increasing the geography 
of exports, today it is more than 20 countries 
in Europe, the Middle East and Asia.
We sincerely believe that we “MAKE THE 
WORLD TASTIER!”

250 PERMANENT
400 SEASONAL

25,000

5,000,000

FRESH APPLES, APPLE 
PUREE, JUICE NFC, 
APPLE CHIPS

080810, 2007, 20097

79 HORIZNYA ST, TRYBUKH-
IVTSI VILLAGE, BUCHACH DIS-
TRICT, TERNOPIL REGION, 48431 
UKRAINE

+380674000000
FG.GADZ@GMAIL.COM

FG-GADZ.COM.

https://fg-gadz.com.ua/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
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KOLOSOK 

CERTIFICATIONS

Mykhailo Kenez 
Export Manager 

+380506189679
0709kenez@ukr.net

SPC

EXPORT MARKETS 
Germany, Poland

The company is engaged in fruit collection, having the 
opportunity to process 350 tonnes of raw materials per day 
and produce 4,500-5,000 tonnes of clarified and unclarified 
concentrate of fruit juices annually. The combined equipment 
from leading European manufacturers, automated control 
systems for production processes and washing allow ensuring 
high quality products that are recognized by many buyers in 
the EU. The company has the ability to simultaneously store 
2,500 tonnes of concentrate, which allows delivering it to cus-
tomers at the most convenient time for them. The company 
also offers other processed products, such as dried apple cake 
and apple flavoring.

50

25,000

5,000

CLARIFIED APPLE 
JUICE CONCENTRATE, 
DRIED APPLE POM-

2009791900

9 MATROSOVA ST, MUKACHEVO 
TOWN, ZAKARPATTIA REGION, 
89600 UKRAINE

+380504233302
P_KOLOSOK@UKR.NE



Number of employees
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LILUCK

CERTIFICATIONS

Andrii Martyniuk 
Commercial Director

+380954194848
sales.liluck@gmail.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Romania, Czech Republic, Slovakia

Liluck LLC produces natural products, such as juices and 
preserves, exclusively in glass containers under its own brand 
Spring Drops. We are leaders in selling organic birch sap in 
Ukraine.  The company was established in 2015. We export our 
products to the EU countries such as Poland, Romania, the 
Czech Republic, and Slovakia. The company is certified under 
FSSC 22000 and ISO 22000 standards.

50 PERMANENT
80 SEASONAL

1,500

BIRCH SAP WITHOUT 
SUGAR, BIRCH SAP 
WITH ROSEHIP, MINT, 

22029919 

60A PERSHOTRAVNEVA ST, 
GLYBOKA TOWN, CHERNIVTSI 
REGION, 60400 UKRAINE 

+380372585365
OFFICE@LILUCK.COM.UA

LILUCK.COM.

http://www.liluck.com.ua
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MOL’FAR EKO

CERTIFICATIONS

Yevgeniy Goncharenko  
CEO

+380503623187
molfartea@gmail.com

LLC

MOL’FAR is a young Ukrainian brand, founded in 2016. De-
spite the young age, we definitely know what goals we set 
for ourselves. We are united by dedication to minimalism and 
reduction of overconsumption for the sake of long-term pres-
ervation of the environment.

MOL’FAR organic tea is for modern and energetic people who 
care about health benefits of the product and appreciate the 
rich taste of tea.

The main ingredient of our tea is finest rosebay willowherb, 
which is known for its medicinal properties and is collected in 
an ecologically clean region of the Ukrainian Carpathians.

5 PERMANENT
10 SEASONAL

2

50,000

MOL’FAR TEA,  
PORCINI MUSH-
ROOMS

0902, 0709593000

IZKY VILLAGE, KHUST DISTRICT,  
ZAKARPATTYA REGION, 90020 
UKRAINE

+380503623187
MOLFARTEA@GMAIL.COM

MOLFAR-TEA.COM

https://molfar-tea.com/
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Production capacity 
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(annual USD)

Products for export
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81

DANUBE AGRARIAN

CERTIFICATIONS

Roman Dyazhuk 
Director  

+380674842890 
dunagrariy@gmail.com

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

Switzerland, Austria, Czech Republic, Romania

Danube Agrarian is a Ukrainian organic enterprise with more 
than 2,000 ha of land on which organic vegetables, fruits, 
cereals and other crops are grown.

The company was established in 2014. We produce such or-
ganic products as cereals, commercial crops, flax, vegetables, 
fruits, watermelons, melons, medicinal herbs, as well as frisps, 
chips and pastille from our fruits and vegetables. 

The company already exports to the EU countries, i.e. the 
Czech Republic, Austria, Switzerland, and Romania.

38 PERMANENT
100 SEASONAL

7,595

1,900,000

RAPESEED, OATS, SUNFLOWER, 
WHEAT, BARLEY, FLAX, LENTILS, 
MILLET, SWEET POTATO, PUMP-
KINS, MELONS, WATERMELONS, 
FRUITS, FRUIT FRISPS, HERBS, 
CHICKEN EGGS, CHICKENS

1001990000, 
1206009900, 
1003900000, 
1204009000,  
0807110,  
1008290000, 
0709939000, 
0407110000

37 YAROSLAVA MUDROHO ST, 
SAFYANY VILLAGE, IZMAIL 
DISTRICT, ODESA REGION, 
68670 UKRAINE

+380484141049
DUNAGRARIY@GMAIL.COM

dunagrarian.com

https://agropole.com.ua
https://dunagrarian.com/ua/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

82

HOME CHICKEN FARM 

CERTIFICATIONS

Olena Stretovych
Head

+380983188087
o.o.stretovich@gmail.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Saudi Arabia

Home Chicken Farm is a modern farm, where along with 
high-quality European equipment and maximum of auto-
mation, there is still a caring and soulful attitude to the birds, 
because here we seek to get a truly high-quality and useful 
product - an ORGANIC product!

26,000 laying hens of the Dekalb White breed are kept on the 
farm. Тhe company’s main products are organic chicken eggs, 
which are already exported to Saudi Arabia.

13

7.3 MILLION EGGS  
A YEAR

1,200,000

CHICKEN EGGS

0407210000

8 KOLHOSPNYI LANE, OS-
TROZHOK VILLAGE, NO-
VOHRAD-VOLYNSKYI  DIS-
TRICT, ZHYTOMYR REGION, 
12723 UKRAINE 

+380983188087

ORGANIC-CHICKEN.COM

https://organic-chicken.com.ua/
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Number of employees
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Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

84

ALTE FOODS

CERTIFICATIONS

Kateryna Yatsenko

+380673290353
k.yatsenko@altefoods.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Czech Republic, France, Poland, Slovakia, Italy

ALTE FOODS is a new ambitious and powerful manufactur-
er of IQF products with a brand-new production facility in 
Ukraine.  We apply IQF technology to keep the nutritional 
value of the raw materials, unprecedented foreign material 
detection with the new cutting-edge SORTEX PolarVision 
detection system from Buhler AG to detect all types of foreign 
materials in frozen fruit and vegetables, and optic sorting 
system to obtain the top quality products.

The company is focused on the long-term cooperation with 
Ukrainian suppliers of quality raw materials and partnerships 
with customers in Ukraine and the EU, as well as all around 
the world.

200

10,000

FROZEN BLUEBERRY, FRO-
ZEN ELDERBERRY, FROZEN  
RASPBERRY, FROZEN  CRAN-
BERRY, FROZEN  STRAWBER-
RY, FROZEN APPLES

08112059, 08119095,
0811109000, 
0811203100

3A ZARICHNA ST, POLISKE 
VILLAGE , KOROSTEN DISTRICT, 
ZHYTOMYR  
REGION, 11555 UKRAINE

+380673290353
K.YATSENKO@ALTEFOODS.

altefoods.com

https://altefoods.com/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

85

DANUBE AGRARIAN

CERTIFICATIONS

Roman Dyazhuk 
Director  

+380674842890 
dunagrariy@gmail.com

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

Switzerland, Austria, Czech Republic, Romania

Danube Agrarian is a Ukrainian organic enterprise with more 
than 2,000 ha of land on which organic vegetables, fruits, 
cereals and other crops are grown.

The company was established in 2014. We produce such or-
ganic products as cereals, commercial crops, flax, vegetables, 
fruits, watermelons, melons, medicinal herbs, as well as frisps, 
chips and pastille from our fruits and vegetables. 

The company already exports to the EU countries, i.e. the 
Czech Republic, Austria, Switzerland, and Romania.

38 PERMANENT
100 SEASONAL

7,595

1,900,000

RAPESEED, OATS, SUNFLOWER, 
WHEAT, BARLEY, FLAX, LENTILS, 
MILLET, SWEET POTATO, PUMP-
KINS, MELONS, WATERMELONS, 
FRUITS, FRUIT FRISPS, HERBS, 
CHICKEN EGGS 

1001990000, 
1206009900, 
1003900000, 
1204009000,  
0807110,  
1008290000, 
0709939000, 
0407110000

37 YAROSLAVA MUDROHO ST, 
SAFYANY VILLAGE, IZMAIL 
DISTRICT, ODESA REGION, 
68670 UKRAINE

+380484141049
DUNAGRARIY@GMAIL.COM

dunagrarian.com

https://agropole.com.ua
https://dunagrarian.com/ua/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

86

FARM GADZ

CERTIFICATIONS

Vasyl Kuz
Export Manager

380964101993
fg.gadz.sales@gmail.com

ALLC

The orchard of Farm Gadz with an area of 
600 hectares, planted in 2011 is located in 
a special microclimatic zone, which allows 
getting high quality fruits with excellent 
taste characteristics.

In 2021, 70 hectares of new orchard were 
planted, in compliance with modern Italian 
technologies, and more increase in the 
area, together with a nursery, is planned. It 
is planned to produce 1 million seedlings 
annually. The main varieties of apples are: 
Gala, Red Chief, Golden Delicious, Red John 
Prince, Idared, Fuji, Champion, as well as 
other intensive varieties; as well as Confer-
ence for pear, and Stanley for plum, which 
allows us to satisfy the most demanding 
customers.
In 2013, the farm put into operation a fruit 
storage, and in 2015 built a modern refrig-
eration and sorting complex with a total 
area of 5250 m2, which houses a sorting line 
Sorter, which allows us to sort the apple by 
caliber, color and weight.
And in December 2016, a refrigeration com-
plex with a regulated gas environment (CGS) 

with a capacity of 6,500 tonnes of storage 
was opened.
In 2020, the fourth phase of construction 
of a fruit storage facility with a regulated 
aerated medium with a capacity of 4,500 
tonnes took place.
In 2021 the fruit processing plant was put 
into operation, with a capacity of 6 tonnes 
per hour. In July 2021, the Farm Gadz 
launched a line of aseptic bottling puree, 
and from August - a line of juices of direct 
extraction.
In 2017, the Ukrsushka drying line was put 
into operation at the Gadz Farm. The use of 
red emitters and convection system allows 
us to dry different types of fruit with high 
productivity.
We are constantly increasing the geography 
of exports, today it is more than 20 countries 
in Europe, the Middle East and Asia.
We sincerely believe that we “MAKE THE 
WORLD TASTIER!”

250 PERMANENT
400 SEASONAL

25,000

5,000,000

FRESH APPLES, APPLE 
PUREE, JUICE NFC, 
APPLE CHIPS

080810, 2007, 20097

79 HORIZNYA ST, TRYBUKH-
IVTSI VILLAGE, BUCHACH DIS-
TRICT, TERNOPIL REGION, 48431 
UKRAINE

+380674000000
FG.GADZ@GMAIL.COM

FG-GADZ.COM.

https://fg-gadz.com.ua/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

87

GP AGRO

CERTIFICATIONS

Uliana Lytvyn 
Commercial Director

+380633907773
uliana@gpgroup.biz

LLC

GP Agro LLC, which is a part of GP Group,  is a young and am-
bitious agro-industrial company established in 2014. GP Group 
specializes in growing, procurement, processing and market-
ing of frozen berries, fruits, vegetables, mushrooms, and their 
derivatives.  The types of products include IQF berries, fruits, 
vegetables, such as strawberry, raspberry, wild blueberry, culti-
vated blueberry, blackcurrant, redcurrant, sour cherry, elder-
berry, elderflower, melon cubes, onion cubes, pumpkin cubes, 
pepper cubes, plum halves, green peas, peach cubes, rosehip, 
rowanberry, and cranberry. 

The impeccable quality and reputation, reliability, safety, and 
trust of our customers is the goal of GP Group. All our prod-
ucts are harvested in an ecologically clean region of Ukraine. 
We can offer conventional and organic frozen products of 
various grades.

14 PERMANENT
20 SEASONAL

10,000

180,000

IQF FRUITS, BERRIES 
AND  
VEGETABLES 

0710809500,  
0811109000, 
0811909500

74A  NEZALEZHNOSTI ST, VELYKI 
PIDLISKY VILLAGE, KAMYAN-
KA-BUZKA DISTRICT, LVIV RE-
GION, 80462 UKRAINE

+380633907773
ULIANA@GPGROUP.BIZ

gpgroup.biz/en

https://gpgroup.biz/en


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

88

ORGANIC ORIGINAL

CERTIFICATIONS

Andriy Olefirenko 
Director

+380675060757
olefir@ecorod.ua

FE

EXPORT MARKETS
Germany, Lithuania, Moldova, USA, Vietnam, UK

Organic Original was established in 2011 and is the pioneer 
of organic market in Ukraine. We manufacture an extensive 
range of organic products, such as corn sticks, groats, and 
flour all year round. We also produce organic watermelons 
seasonally - from August to September. 

The company products are well known in Ukraine under 
Ecorod brand which is widely represented in all the Ukrainian 
natural-food stores and in major retail chains - Auchan, Metro, 
Billa and others. The production capacity for corn puffs is up 
to 200,000 packs per month, processed cereals and flour - up 
to 150 tonnes monthly. 

We have experience of exporting to Germany, Lithuania, Mol-
dova, the USA, Vietnam, and the UK.

30 PERMANENT
40 SEASONAL

UP TO 200,000 PACKS OF CORN 
STICKS, UP TO 150 TONNES OF 
PROCESSED CEREALS AND FLOUR 
MONTHLY, UP TO 1,000 TONNES OF 
WATERMELONS PER SEASON  

FLOUR, GROATS, CORN 
STICKS,  
WATERMELONS

1101, 1102, 
1904209100, 
08071100

21-A NOVOZABARSKA ST, KYIV, 
UKRAINE, 04074 

+380443538321
INFO@ECOROD.UA

ECOROD.UA

http://www.ecorod.ua


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

89

PRIMED

CERTIFICATIONS

Nadiia Nagorna
Director

+380976765015
nadiia.nagorna@primed.com.ua

LLC

PRIMED LTD was founded in 1995. Our company is one of the larg-
est producers and exporters of frozen berries and walnut kernels in 
Ukraine. In 2014, the company was certified organic, and in 2017 it 
was included in the list of the 3 largest companies producing organic 
products in Ukraine. Our own production facilities are located in the 
west of Ukraine, which makes it possible to produce only ecolog-
ically clean and 100% natural products. All the products are made 
from carefully selected raw materials, processed and packaged in 
accordance with international quality standards. One of the factors 
for company success is long-term and trustworthy relationships with 
committed business partners. The company pays special attention 
to improving communication, evaluation of customers’ needs and 
their satisfaction with the highest quality and insists on continuous 
improvement. With commitment and experience in the industry, 
our mission is to provide premium healthy foods for our customers 
worldwide. We look forward to developing strong partnerships with 
customers who demand quality products.

33 PERMANENT
15 SEASONAL

3,000

4,400,000

FROZEN WILD STRAW-
BERRY, BILBERRY, EL-
DERBERRY, RASPBERRY, 

0811, 080232000

117 STEPANSKA ST, KOSTOPIL 
TOWN, RIVNE REGION, 35000 
UKRAINE

+380442302443
PRIMED@PRIMED.COM.UA

www.primed.com.ua

http://www.primed.com.ua


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

90

SVIT FRUKTU

CERTIFICATIONS

Andrii Kryvolapov 
Head of Sales

+380503570294
svitfruktu.kryvolapov@gmail.com

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Germany, Italy, Greece, France

Svit Fruktu is a provider and vendor of berries, nuts and 
mushrooms which grow in ecological areas of Ukraine. The 
company has over 200 collection stations where the products 
are carefully selected, providing the best quality. The compa-
ny performs primary processing of berries and mushrooms 
using own equipment in order to meet the requirements of 
our consumers worldwide. The company already exports to 
the EU countries, such as Poland, Germany, Italy, Spain, the 
Netherlands etc. Our major customers are producers of food 
and additives, pharmaceutical companies, hotel and restau-
rant companies.
Svit Fruktu has a variety of products to provide to B2B cus-
tomers in different market segments. Our main products are 
bilberry, raspberry, elderberry, rosehip, strawberry, blackberry, 
walnuts,  organic and conventional herbs and seeds. At the 
moment our main focus is frozen and dried products, and 
we are developing the production sites in Ukraine to provide 
our customers with more added value products upon their 
requests.

25 PERMANENT
300 SEASONAL

28,000

90,000,000

FROZEN RASPBERRY, BILBERRY,  
ELDERBERRY, STRAWBERRY, 
BLACKBERRY, FROZEN AND 
DRIED ROSEHIP, WALNUTS 

0810201000,  
0810209000, 
0802320000, 
0810907500, 
0810403000,  
0810100000,  
0811905000 

21 TYSYANSKA ST, BUSHTYNO VIL-
LAGE, TYACHIV DISTRICT, ZAKAR-
PATTIA REGION, 90556 UKRAINE

+380678820024
OFFICE@SVITFRUKTU.COM

LLC

svitfruktu.com

http://www.svitfruktu.com


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

91

UKR-WALNUT

CERTIFICATIONS

Ihor Dyachok 
Sales manager

+380952208172
bridge.exim@gmail.com

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Germany, Italy, Greece, France

UKR-WALNUT LLC has been on the walnut market since 2001. 
UKR-WALNUT LLC is a unique certified organic manufacturer 
and exporter of walnut kernels in Ukraine. It is a professional, 
responsible and reputation-oriented company. The company 
has its own processing facilities where it manufactures walnut 
kernel mixes and blanched walnut kernel mixes, both organic 
and conventional. 
UKR-WALNUT LLC already exports its products to the Nether-
lands, France, Lithuania, Austria, the USA, the Czech Republic, 
Slovakia, Moldova, Hungary, San Marino, Spain, Greece, Nor-
way, Turkey, Bulgaria, Slovenia, Macedonia, Bosnia, Azerbaijan, 
Belarus, Lebanon and the United Arab Emirates. 

45

1,200

4,000,000

WALNUT KERNELS, BLANCHED  
WALNUT KERNELS

08023

8, KURCHATOVA ST, KHMЕL-
NYTSKYI, 29025 UKRAINE

+380977320276
INFO@UKR-WALNUT.COM

LLC

UKR-WALNUT.COM

http://www.ukr-walnut.com
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Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)
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Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

93

DANUBE AGRARIAN

CERTIFICATIONS

Roman Dyazhuk 
Director  

+380674842890 
dunagrariy@gmail.com

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

Switzerland, Austria, Czech Republic, Romania

Danube Agrarian is a Ukrainian organic enterprise with more 
than 2,000 ha of land on which organic vegetables, fruits, 
cereals and other crops are grown.

The company was established in 2014. We produce such or-
ganic products as cereals, commercial crops, flax, vegetables, 
fruits, watermelons, melons, medicinal herbs, as well as frisps, 
chips and pastille from our fruits and vegetables. 

The company already exports to the EU countries, i.e. the 
Czech Republic, Austria, Switzerland, and Romania.

38 PERMANENT
100 SEASONAL

7,595

1,900,000

RAPESEED, OATS, SUNFLOWER, 
WHEAT, BARLEY, FLAX, LENTILS, 
MILLET, SWEET POTATO, PUMP-
KINS, MELONS, WATERMELONS, 
FRUITS, FRUIT FRISPS, HERBS, 
CHICKEN EGGS 

11001990000, 
1206009900, 
1003900000, 
1204009000,  
0807110,  
1008290000, 
0709939000, 
0407110000

37 YAROSLAVA MUDROHO ST, 
SAFYANY VILLAGE, IZMAIL 
DISTRICT, ODESA REGION, 
68670 UKRAINE

+380484141049
DUNAGRARIY@GMAIL.COM

dunagrarian.com

https://agropole.com.ua
https://dunagrarian.com/ua/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

94

EXPORT TRADING 
GROUP 

CERTIFICATIONS

Yanina Pertsovich

+380952092543
logistic.etg@gmail.com

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Germany, Czech Republic, Romania, Serbia, 

Albania, Netherlands, China, Canada, France

Our company was established in 2018.  In four years, our 
company has grown from a startup to a system company 
and entered the TOP 5 exporters of Ukraine. We have created 
new jobs and are actively developing the niche of medicinal 
plants. The company is also engaged in educational activities, 
teaching  people to grow medicinal plants and handle them 
properly.  

Our values are honesty and openness, responsibility, environ-
mentally friendly relations, and desire to develop.
Our main products are horse chestnut, black elderberry,  
rosehip and milk thistle seeds.

The company already exports to the EU countries: Poland, 
Germany, the Netherlands, the Czech Republic, Romania,  
Albania, Serbia, China, Bulgaria, France, Switzerland, Canada.

 

10 PERMANENT
30 SEASONAL

1,000

2,000,000

DRIED CHESTNUT (FRUIT), DRIED 
ROSEHIP (BERRIES), DRIED MILK 
THISTLE (SEEDS), DRIED ELDERBERRY 
(FLOWER, BERRIES), DRIED NETTLE 
(LEAF, ROOTS), DRIED LINDEN (FLOW-
ER, LEAF), THYME HERB, ECHINACEA, 
CALENDULA (FLOWERS) AND OTHER

0813, 1211908690

13/143 SICHOVYH STRILTSIV ST,  
IVANO-FRANKIVSK, 76000 
UKRAINE 

+380952092543
LOGISTIC.ETG@GMAIL.COM



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

95

HERBATICA

CERTIFICATIONS

Anna Kravtsova
Export Manager

+380960070712
a.kravtsova@herbatica.com.ua

 LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, France, Czech Republic, Italy, Spain, 

Herbatica LLC is one of the leading Ukrainian suppliers of me-
dicinal herbs, flowers, leaves, roots and berries.
The company was established in 2017.
We occupy a significant share of the domestic market and 
have strong and successful business relations with prominent 
European traders and processing companies.
Using our strong background in the medicinal herbs sphere 
and an extensive worldwide network of collectors we can 
quickly propose a large list of different botanical herbs (from 
our basic portfolio or by request). We already export our 
products to France, Italy, Spain, Germany and other European 
countries.

15 PERMANENT
25 SEASONAL

800

3,000,000

DRIED AND FROZEN 
MEDICINAL HERBS, 
FLOWERS, LEAVES, 

1211908690

4 KOMERTSIYNA ST, ZHYTOMYR, 
10001 UKRAINE

+380504430365 
 ATALAIEV@HERBATICA.COM.
UA

herbatica.com.

https://herbatica.com.ua/en


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

96

SHANS VIK

CERTIFICATIONS

Volodymyr Olkhovyk
Director

+380974712742
shansvikltd@gmail.com

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Belgium

Shans Vik LLC is a Ukrainian certified organic collector and 
processor of dried berries and herbs since 2018. 

The drying facilities are located in Volyn region, in the ecolog-
ically clean area in the middle of forests far from big cities. We 
have two natural air drying facilities with heat exchangers. All 
the raw materials are mainly wild collected and come for pro-
cessing fresh on the day they are collected. 90% of our dried 
berries and herbs are exported to the EU for tea and pharma-
ceutical industries and comply with the European standards. 
The company policy is based on the principles on fair trade 
and long term relations with suppliers and customers.

8 PERMANENT
15 SEASONAL

30

320,000

DRIED/FROZEN ELDERFLOWER, 
BILBERRY, BLACKBERRY, LIN-
GONBERRY, BLACK CHOKEBER-
RY, ELDERBERRY, CRANBER-
RY, SEA BUCKTHORN, BIRCH 

08134095, 12119086 

1/305 YEVGENA SVERSTYUKA 
ST, LUTSK, 43000 UKRAINE

+380974712742
SHANSVIKLTD@GMAIL.COM

LLC



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

97

SUMYFITOFARMACIA

CERTIFICATIONS

Oleksandr Kaluzhny
Head of Foreign Economic  

Activity Department

+380675314738
purchase@fitofarm.com

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, Croatia

The company was established in Sumy in 2001. Sumyfitofar-
macia Ltd is a Ukrainian company specialized in growing, 
collecting, processing, producing and supplying medicinal 
vegetative raw materials, spices and natural tea ingredients, 
and organic wild vegetative raw materials.

Sumyfitofarmacia Ltd sells the products on the Ukrainian and 
CIS markets, where the company holds a leadership position, 
as well as European, American and Asian markets, in particu-
lar, in Austria, Belarus, Bulgaria, Hungary, Germany, Georgia, 
Kazakhstan, Egypt, Spain, Italy, China, Latvia, Moldova, Poland, 
Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Uzbekistan, France, the Czech Re-
public, and Sweden.

200 PERMANENT
90 SEASONAL

6,000

5,200,000

DRIED ELDERBERRY FRUITS, 
ROSEHIP SEEDS, STINGING 
NETTLE HERB,  
HAWTHORN FRUITS

08134095, 12119086 

11/3 SKRIABINA ST, SUMY,  
40022 UKRAINE  

22 KUKSKYI AVE., SUMY,  
40020 UKRAINE  

+380542780137,  

INFO@FITO.SUMY.UA

LTD

FITOFARM.COM

http://fitofarm.com/en/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

98

ZHYVA ZEMLYA  
POTUTORY

CERTIFICATIONS

Ivan Boyko
Director

+380672083859
iboyko12.64@gmail.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Switzerland, Germany

The company is involved in crop and livestock production; 
it also produces herbs and field vegetables. The company is 
owned by the Swiss non-profit organisation “Schiwa Semlja 
Switzerland”. The farm has 250 ha for crop production and 150 
ha used for forage production and as pasture for the cattle. 
The company has been certified organic since 2007, and in 
2021 it received the Demeter “in-conversion” status.

20

500

200,000

SPELT, OATS, WIN-
TER WHEAT, MILLET, 
BUCKWHEAT,  

1001911000, 
1004900000, 
1001912000, 
1008100000, 
12119086 

27 NEKRASOVA ST, POTUTORY 
VILLAGE, TERNOPIL DISTRICT, 
TERNOPIL REGION, 47524 
UKRAINE

+380672083859

CHAIPOTUTORY.COM.UA

https://www.chaipotutory.com.ua/ua/home
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Number of employees

Production capacity 
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(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

100

HEALTH  

TECHNOLOGIES PE

CERTIFICATIONS

Sergiy Taldykin

096-850-11-79 
healthamaranth@gmail.com

LLC

The company produces superfood Honey Amaranth Blend, a 
unique organic superfood based on organic honey, amaranth 
seed germ and other useful ingredients. Our product doesn’t 
contain any sugar, GMO, gluten, dyes or preservatives. Since 
2016, we have been introducing systemic developments to 
create a healthy and, at the same time, delicious product of 
the highest quality. This product is produced only by us using 
a patented technology.

The sophisticated technology, which consists of 21 cycles and 
14 days of production, provides the basis for product quality 
that we can guarantee. 
Today we have created 6 types of Honey Amaranth Blend. 
Moreover, we have a lot of ideas for new products.

50

10

3,000,000

HONEY AMARANTH 
BLEND

0410000000

 6 YUDINA ST, DNIPRO, 49035 
UKRAINE

+380968501179

HEALTHAMARANTH@GMAIL.COM

HONEYAMARANTH.COM



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

101

ORGANIC EXPORT

CERTIFICATIONS

Mykhailo Arkusha

+380972473113
mykhailo@organicexport.com.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Italy, Germany, Spain

Organic Export is a leading Ukrainian honey processing plant, estab-
lished in 2013, which aims to become a reliable partner for Ukrainian 
beekeepers and a preferred supplier of natural high-quality honey to 
customers worldwide. By 2022, Organic Export has achieved a leading 
position with a strong brand portfolio at the domestic market and 
plays a key role in export sales of Ukrainian honey. New and modern 
packaging facilities, a first-class quality laboratory equipped with 
state-of-the-art instruments, and highly motivated professionals 
make us one of the undisputed leaders on the honey market.
The company produces and sells a wide range of packed honey in 
glass jars or plastic buckets of different sizes and forms, labeled or 
white label, as well as trades bulk honey for international packers.  
The company offers all varieties of flavors of a true Ukrainian origin, i.e. 
acacia, linden, buckwheat, sunflower, rapeseed and polyflora honey. 
The company is certified according to FSSC 22000 and EU organic 
standards. 

The company’s main competitive advantages:
100% TRACEABILITY - own field employees supply best raw honey 
ensuring full traceability “from field to the drum” for each batch.
QUALITY CONTROL - uncompromised quality control at all stages of 
production at collection, processing and before shipment which is 
performed by own high-class laboratory. 

GENTLE PRODUCTION - new modern production facilities with a 
unique processing technology that provides the shortest processing 
time and preserves all the nutritional properties of honey.

48

4,000

5,500,000

HONEY

0409000000

32 BASOVA ST, KRASYLYVKA 
TOWN, BROVARY DISTRICT, KYIV 
REGION, 07451 UKRAINE

+380443648397

INFO@ORGANICEXPORT.COM.UA

ORGANICEXPORT.COM

http://www.organicexport.com.ua


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

102

UKRAINIAN BEE

CERTIFICATIONS

Vadym Odiushchyn

+380504367003
vadym.odiushchyn@ubee.ua 

sales@ubee.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Germany, France, Poland, Denmark

Ukrainian Bee is a modern factory, created thanks to the introduction 
of the latest technologies and international standards of honey pro-
cessing quality at all stages of production.

In 2014, when we already had significant experience in beekeeping 
and honey processing, and the demand for Ukrainian honey on the 
international markets increased, we created a new company under 
the UKRAINIAN BEE brand. Our modern, dynamically growing com-
pany quickly achieved a key market position in production and export.
The introduction of UKRAINIAN BEE’s own products on the European 
market took place in 2015 and was highly praised by foreign partners. 
In 2016, UKRAINIAN BEE was fully launched. The sufficient production 
capacity and modern technological equipment of the company can 
satisfy the needs of both Ukrainian and foreign consumers for high 
quality product. Our company guarantees perfect honey thanks to its 
own test laboratory with the most modern control devices. The com-
pany’s laboratory is one of the few in Ukraine that was established in 
compliance with the Ukrainian and European requirements.

The area of   our production complex is 6,000 square meters. 
The company’s production capacity is 120 tonnes of honey per day. It 
is possible to store more than 1,000 tonnes of homogenised products 
ready for shipment at the same time.
The company exports to the EU, Japan and Saudi Arabia

50

220

HONEY

0409000000

13/2 VIYSKOVA ST, IZIASLAV,  
SHEPETIVKA DISTRICT, KHMEL-
NYTSKYI REGION, 30300 UKRAINE

+380504367003 
VADYM.ODIUSHCHYN@UBEE.UA 
SALES@UBEE.UA

UBEE.UA

https://ubee.ua/
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Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

104

ARNIKA ORGANIC 
(ARNIKA GROUP)

CERTIFICATIONS

Viktoriia Vasylchenko  
Head of Export  
Department 

+380952600478
v.vasylchenko@arnika.org.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

 EU, UK, USA, Canada, Switzerland, Japan 

Arnika Agroindustrial Group is the largest producer and ex-
porter of its own-grown organic commodities in Ukraine. Also, 
it is the second-largest organic company in Europe. 
We produce organic corn,soybeans,sunflower (high oleic), 
millet, chickpeas, beans, flax and hemp. In addition, we imple-
ment R&D in breeding and ensure our own storing, handling 
and processing. 
Arnika guarantees full transparency and traceability of the 
production chain as we use 24/7 GPS- monitoring and un-
manned technologies during field operations.
Our goods are certified in accordance with international,na-
tional and private organic standards. 
Besides,we have a powerful logistician department and can 
deliver our goods by trucks,rail wagons,sea containers and 
vessels. Therefore we successfully export to customers from 
Europe, Asia, the Middle East and North America and are well 
known internationally.

600

40,000-70,000

CORN, SOYBEANS, 
MILLET, GOLDEN FLAX, 
HEMP, HIGH OLEIC 
SUNFLOWER OIL

1201900000, 
1201900000, 
1008290000, 
1204009000, 
1207999100, 
1507109000
 

5 AVTOPARKIVSKYI IMPASSE, 
HLOBYNE TOWN, KREMEN-
CHUK DISTRICT, POLTAVA 
REGION, 39001 UKRAINE 

+380952600478
V.VASYLCHENKO@ARNIKA.

arnika.organic

https://agropole.com.ua
https://arnika.organic/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

105

LLC-ENTERPRISE 
“AVIS”

CERTIFICATIONS

Olha Rebyak 
Chief of development  
department

+380504610381
reklama@avis.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

EU countries, USA, Canada, India   

LLC-enterprise “AVIS” was founded in 1991 in Vinnytsia 
(Ukraine). The picturesque endless fields, pure land and air in-
spired us to work in agriculture and processing of agricultural 
products.                                                                                  Compa-
ny “AVIS” owns two production facilities in Vinnytsia region 
(Ukraine), which provides a full processing cycle of sunflower 
seeds and offer wide assortment of products at any stage of 
the production chain - from crude pressed sunflower oil and 
cake to fully RDBW sunflower oil and lecithin.    Sunflower oil 
is obtained exceptionally by physical pressing; any extraction 
methods or chemical substances are not used. LLC-enterprise 
“AVIS” has 30 years experience in the production of sunflower 
oil and many years of experience in export operations, in-
cluding organic products as well, to the European Union, the 
United States (the company is registered in FDA), Canada, the 
UAE, the China and the Asian region.

350

17,000 

15,000,000

SUNFLOWER OIL (CRUDE)
SUNFLOWER HIGH-OLEIC OIL (CRUDE)
SUNFLOWER OIL RBDW
SUNFLOWER HIGH-OLEIC OIL RBDW
SUNFLOWER CAKE (EXPELLER)
SUNFLOWER LECITHIN (FOOD GRADE)

15121191 - CRUDE SFO
15121990 - REFINED SFO
29232000 - LECITHIN SF (LIQUID)
23063000 - SUNFLOWER CAKE

150 PYROGOVA STR., VINNYTSIA, 
UKRAINE, 21037
 
+380432670219, +380432681017, 
+380432561364
REKLAMA@AVIS.UA  
VED@AVIS.UA

avis.ua

https://agropole.com.ua


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

106

BIOFOODPHARM

CERTIFICATIONS

Andrii Shargorodskyi  
General Director

+380978363248 
+380672778591
biofoodpharm@ukr.net

LLC 

EXPORT MARKETS 

USA, Canada, UK, EU and others 

Biofoodpharm is a Ukrainian company producing organic and 
natural unrefined cold-pressed oils, known for more than 9 
years not only in Ukraine, CIS, European countries, but also in 
the USA, Canada, Australia and other countries. 
We are a producer of organic and natural cold-pressed oils 
for food and cosmetic purposes. Our oils are used in cosmet-
ics, food, shampoos, soaps, added as ingredients in various 
creams and sold as edible oils in supermarkets, vegan grocery 
stores and boutiques. Our product list includes 61 types of 
cold-pressed natural oils. The most popular of them are rose-
hip, sea buckthorn, pumpkin, walnut, milk thistle, black cumin 
and other oils. 
We produce our oils from ecologically clean raw materials on 
modern equipment, guaranteeing high quality of our prod-
ucts to each buyer. 

50

1,000

1,000,000

61 TYPES OF COLD-PRESSED 
NATURAL OILS (ROSEHIP, SEA 
BUCKTHORN, PUMPKIN, WAL-
NUT, MILK THISTLE, BLACK 
CUMIN OIL, ETC.)

1515905900

 

4 PAVLA CHUBYNSKOGO ST, 
OFFICE 364, SOFIIVSKA BORSH-
CHAHIVKA VILLAGE, BUCHANSKYI 
DISTRICT, KYIV REGION, 08131 
UKRAINE 

+380978363248
BIOFOODPHARM@UKR.NET

BIOFOODPHARM.COM

https://www.biofoodpharm.com


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

107

KRASNOGIRSKIY 
OIL FACTORY

CERTIFICATIONS

Oleg Zavatsky 
Commercial Director 

+380674728300
oil.kroz@gmail.com

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

Poland, Germany, France, Netherlands

Krasnogirskiy Oil Factory LTD, located in Antypivka village, 
Zolotonosha district, Cherkasy region, Ukraine, was founded in 
2011. The company processes sunflower and rapeseed. It has 
been certified organic since 2020.

The company currently occupies an area of 3.1 hectares and 
includes an elevator for receiving, drying, cleaning and stor-
age of oilseeds with a storage capacity of 30,000 tonnes and  
a processing plant with an annual production capacity of 
11,000 tonnes of oil with a storage capacity of 500 tonnes of 
finished products and 600 tonnes of by-products. 

Our sunflower oil has excellent gustatory qualities and is supe-
rior to other vegetable oils in nutritional value and digestibili-
ty. Unrefined sunflower oil is the healthiest, as it retains all the 
natural components, i.e. A, D, E vitamins and other biologically 
active substances, so it can and should be consumed raw.
The company meets all the requirements of ISO 9001 standard.

64

3,000

1,000,000

SUNFLOWER OIL, SUNFLOWER 
CAKE 

2306300000, 
1507109000

 

ANTYPIVKA VILLAGE, ZOLOTO-
NOSHA DISTRICT, CHERKASY 
REGION, 19733 UKRAINE

+380674728312
OIL.KROZ@GMAIL.COM

KROZ.COM.UA

http://kroz.com.ua


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

108

KRYVOOZERSK’II OLIYNII  

ZAVOD ORGANIC

CERTIFICATIONS

Svitlana Slipenko 

+380687987685
sso@oliyatorg.ua 

LLC, PART OF OLIYATORG GROUP OF COMPANIES

EXPORT MARKETS 

EU, Middle East, Far East, India, Nepal, Bangladesh, 

Africa, Australia, New Zealand, North and South Amer-

ica

Since 1991, Oliyatorg Group of Companies has been producing 
and exporting crude and refined sunflower oil and sunflower 
cake. All the products are presented in a conventional and 
organic range. In 2017 production facilities were modernized 
and today we are one of the main Ukrainian producers and 
suppliers of sunflower oil and sunflower cake.

We already supply our products to ADM, COFCO, CARGILL, 
WILMAR, AAK and many other international companies. Our 
factory operates in compliance with ISO 22000, GMP+, EU 
organic, NOP and Bio Suisse standards. Our plant applies a 
two-stage pressing technology without extra chemicals to 
be involved in production. Our plant technologists and the 
in-house laboratory ensure high quality of our products, both 
organic and conventional.

200

72,000

30,000,000

SUNFLOWER OIL, SUNFLOWER 
CAKE 

2306300000, 
1507109000

 

5 SYMONA PETLIURY ST, KYIV, 
01032 UKRAINE

+380687987685
SSO@OLIYATORG.UA



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

109

REZON TRADE

CERTIFICATIONS

Nataliia Khoruzhenko
Director

+380990444019
nmkh@rezon.organic

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

EU, USA

REZON Group of Companies was established in 2016. The company 
produces refined and unrefined organic sunflower oil and sunflower 
cake with export to the EU and USA. The main shareholder is Volody-
myr Khoruzhenko, co-founder and managing partner of a number of 
agri-industrial and processing companies with over 15 years of positive 
reputation in the Ukrainian market and in cooperation with foreign 
partners. Since 2016, REZON has been actively investing in the market 
of organic farming and renewable energy in Ukraine.

The work  on organic farming began in 2018. The main partner is 
ARNIKA Group of Companies, the largest producer of organic agri-
cultural products in Ukraine.  REZON works with the Oliyatorg Group, 
the most successful certified producer of organic oil and oil cake in 
Ukraine with more than 10 years of successful experience. 
REZON conducts transparent economic activities. Accounting for the 
Group is carried out by the audit company Baker Tilly Ukraine. 
REZON has also established successful cooperation with leading 
investment and commercial banks in Ukraine.

5

N/A

5,550,000

HIGH OLEIC SUNFLOWER OIL 
REFINED AND UNREFINED 
NON-WINTERIZED  

15121990

 

64 VELYKA VASYLKIVSKA ST, 
KYIV, 03150 UKRAINE 

+380990444019
NMKH@REZON.ORGANIC



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

110

UKROLIYA

CERTIFICATIONS

Tetiana Prokopenko
Deputy FEA Director

+380507216511
t.prokopenko@ukroliya.com

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

EU countries, Switzerland, China, USA, Canada

The company was founded in 2001. In 2017, the company 
opened the Ukraine’s first organic sunflower processing plant. 
Today, the company produces organic sunflower oil, high 
oleic sunflower oil, soybean oil, sunflower cake, soybean cake, 
phosphatide sunflower and soybean concentrate and other 
sunflower and soybean products. The company already ex-
ports to Switzerland, the EU countries, the USA, Canada, China 
and other countries.

182

18,000

12,500,000

SUNFLOWER OIL 
HIGH OLEIC SUNFLOWER OIL 
SUNFLOWER CAKE (EXPELLER)
FOOD SUNFLOWER CONCENTRATE 
PHOSPHATIDE (LECITHIN)
  

15121990

 

4 SADOVA ST, CHERNECHIY 
YAR VILLAGE, POLTAVA RE-
GION, 38521 UKRAINE

+380532642040
POST@UKROLIYA.COM

UKROLIYA.COM

http://www.ukroliya.com


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

111

VFI OILS FOR LIFE 
UKRAINE

CERTIFICATIONS

Volodymyr Kosheliev 
Director
+380504939872

V.Kosheliev@vfi-oilsforlife.com

Roman Kucherenko
Export manager
+43 664 88901023

office.ua@vfi-oilsforlife.com 

PE

EXPORT MARKETS 

EU

“VFI Oils for Life Ukraine” LLC is part of the Austrian VFI Group. 
VFI Ukraine has had close relationships with organic farms in 
Ukraine for many years, trading organic sunflowers, organic 
rapeseed (canola) and organic soybeans. VFI Ukraine produc-
es sunflower oil crude, higholeic & linoleic and sunflower cake, 
high protein. VFI Group exports all kind of organic oils to EU 
countries, North America and Asia.

50

14 000 000

500,000

SUNFLOWER OIL, HIGHOLEIC 
SUNFLOWER OIL, SUNFLOWER 
CAKE

1512119100, 
2306300000
 

VASYLKIVSKA STR. 14A, OFFICE 421, 
KYIV, 03040, UKRAINE

+380504939872

OFFICE.UA@VFI-OILSFORLIFE.COM
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Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

113

LIQBERRY

CERTIFICATIONS

Serge Shmygelskyy 
International Business
Development 
Manager

+380503111011
serge.shmygelskyy@gmail.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Japan, UAE, EU

Liqberry was founded in 2011 as a family business to produce 
unique berry pastes by own patented HTD-technology.
The essence of the Liqberry technology is nano-decompo-
sition and simultaneous hydrolysis of wild berries through 
friction and pressure pulsation. During the process, the cells 
of the berries are broken down, thus making rich antioxidants 
from seed oil, which otherwise could not be digested, availa-
ble for the human body.

Since the foundation the company has grown significantly. 
Our product list today includes more than 20 different kinds 
of berry pastes of the highest quality sold all around the world, 
helping our customers to live healthier and better lives.

25

240

500,000

BLUEBERRY PASTE, CRANBERRY 
PASTE, COWBERRY PASTE, SEA 
BUCKTHORN PASTE, RASPBER-
RY PASTE, STRAWBERRY PASTE, 
BLACKBERRY PASTE, ARONIA 

2007109900

 1-D SHYROKA ST, KOMYSHANY 
VILLAGE, KHERSON REGION, 
73490  UKRAINE

+380503111011
EXPORT@LIQBERRY.COM

LIQBERRY.UA

https://liqberry.ua/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

114

ONLY ORGANIC

CERTIFICATIONS

Ihor Semeniuk
Co-owner, Deputy  
Chairman of the Board

+380674335733
ivsemma@gmail.com

VINNYTSIA FOOD & GUSTATORY FACTORY JSC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Belarus, Germany, Poland, Gambia

Vinnytsia Food & Gustatory Factory, Private JSC, is one of the leading 
companies in Vinnytsia region in the manufacturing of horseradish, 
mustard, dry snacks and beverages under BXC, O2 Only Organic, 
Delicco trademarks.
We constantly improve technological processes, introduce new  
technologies and upgrade the existing equipment.
In the manufacturing process, we mostly use high-quality natural 
ingredients. These priorities together with a professional approach, 
many years of experience, control over all stages of the production 
process guarantee the high quality of our products. We also have 
huge experience in private label manufacturing.

At the company, we have implemented and continue to operate the 
system of quality management under ISO 9001 standard and a sys-
tem of food safety management under ISO 22000 standard.
The product quality is under control of our own laboratory. In 2014,  
our company successfully passed the international audit and received 
a certificate under FSSC:22000 scheme (certification scheme for food 
safety systems in manufacturing of horseradish and mustard).

115

2,000

6,338,000

MUSTARDS  

0210330900

15 SKALETSKOHO ST, VINNYTSIA, 
21018 UKRAINE

+380432682290
VHSVIN@UKR.NET



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

115

STODOLA

CERTIFICATIONS

Yan Ostrovskyi
CEO

+380993271000
yan_ostrovskyy@ukr.net

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Japan, UAE, EU, Canada, USA

Stodola is a Ukrainian organic farming and processing com-
pany with a full production cycle, that was established in the 
south of Ukraine in 2015. The company farms vegetables and 
fruits and processes them into such organic food products as 
pickles, antipasti, sauces, spreads, drinks and snacks. All the 
products are produced according HACCP principles and cer-
tified according to the organic standards (EU organic, COR). 
The company develops its sales in the Ukrainian retail chains 
and looks for export opportunities by exhibiting at such inter-
national fairs as Biofach, Anuga, and Gulfood.

Our motto is ‘Towards a good life together!’

8 PERMANENT
12 SEASONAL

1,000

100,000

PROCESSED VEGETABLES 
(PICKLED, CANNED, FERMENT-
ED, ETC)
 

2001

27A GOGOLIA ST, PERVOMAISK 
TOWN, MYKOLAYIV REGION, 
55213 UKRAINE

+380993233646
INFO@STODOLA.COM.UA

STODOLA.COM.UA

http://stodola.com.ua
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Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres

117

BRANCHO UKRAINE

CERTIFICATIONS

Andrii Shkliar
Head of Business  
Development

+380632615389
a.shkliar@brancho.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Portugal, Germany

The company was established in 2018. Brancho Ukraine is a 
family company with own production facility reconstructed 
in 2020. The company operates modern certified equipment 
(production of Italy and Ukraine). It has more than 80 partners 
in Ukraine, and has export experience to Germany and Portu-
gal. The company specializes in the low temperature drying 
technology (up to 45ºC) enabling retention of nutritional ben-
efits of products. 

5

60

100,000

FRUIT ROLLS, APPLE 
CHIPS, EDIBLE TEA

2007, 0902

77A SHKILNA ST, DIVOCHKY 
VILLAGE, CHERNIAKHIV DIS-
TRICT, ZHYTOMYR REGION, 
12340 UKRAINE

+380633195652
SALES@BRANCHO.UA

BRANCHO.UA

https://brancho.ua/en/home/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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DANUBE AGRARIAN

CERTIFICATIONS

Roman Dyazhuk 
Director 

+380674842890 
dunagrariy@gmail.com

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

Switzerland, Austria, Czech Republic, Romania

Danube Agrarian is a Ukrainian organic enterprise with more 
than 2,000 ha of land on which organic vegetables, fruits, 
cereals and other crops are grown.

The company was established in 2014. We produce such or-
ganic products as cereals, commercial crops, flax, vegetables, 
fruits, watermelons, melons, medicinal herbs, as well as frisps, 
chips and pastille from our fruits and vegetables. 

The company already exports to the EU countries, i.e. the 
Сzech Republic, Austria, Switzerland, and Romania.

38 PERMANENT
100 SEASONAL

7,595

1,900,000

RAPESEED, OATS, SUNFLOWER, 
WHEAT, BARLEY, FLAX, LENTILS, 
MILLET, SWEET POTATO, PUMP-
KINS, MELONS, WATERMELONS, 
FRUITS, FRUIT FRISPS, HERBS, 
CHICKEN EGGS, CHICKENS 

1001990000, 
1206009900, 
1003900000, 
1204009000,  
0807110,  
1008290000, 
0709939000, 
0407110000

37 YAROSLAVA MUDROHO ST, 
SAFYANY VILLAGE, IZMAIL 
DISTRICT, ODESA REGION, 
68670 UKRAINE

+380484141049
DUNAGRARIY@GMAIL.COM

dunagrarian.com

https://agropole.com.ua
https://dunagrarian.com/ua/


Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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HEALTH  

TECHNOLOGIES PE

CERTIFICATIONS

Sergiy Taldykin

096-850-11-79 
healthamaranth@gmail.com

LLC

The company produces superfood Honey Amaranth Blend, a 
unique organic superfood based on organic honey, amaranth 
seed germ and other useful ingredients. Our product doesn’t 
contain any sugar, GMO, gluten, dyes or preservatives. Since 
2016, we have been introducing systemic developments to 
create a healthy and, at the same time, delicious product of 
the highest quality. This product is produced only by us using 
a patented technology.

The sophisticated technology, which consists of 21 cycles and 
14 days of production, provides the basis for product quality 
that we can guarantee. 
Today we have created 6 types of Honey Amaranth Blend. 
Moreover, we have a lot of ideas for new products.

50

10

3,000,000

HONEY AMARANTH 
BLEND

0410000000

 6 YUDINA ST, DNIPRO, 49035 
UKRAINE

+380968501179
HEALTHAMARANTH@GMAIL.
COM

HONEYAMARANTH.COM



Number of employees

Production capacity 
(tonnes per year)

Turnover 
(annual USD)

Products for export

Hs-code

Manufacturer’s addres
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HEALTHY TRADITION 

CERTIFICATIONS

Anna Gorbenko

+380504865319
anna@healthytradition.com.ua

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Saudi Arabia, Cyprus

Healthy Tradition is a healthy food brand founded by a wom-
an with a goal to create healthy products and bring new 
approach to the food processing industry, focused on quality 
unprocessed ingredients as a basic element of the philosophy. 
The company is operating in a plant-based food segment, 
producing a big range of vegan healthy food (snacks, bars, 
dried breakfasts and drinks, gluten free bakery products). 
The company uses the technology that preserves all the 
nutrients.  It also packs and sells branded high quality organic 
ingredients for end consumers and supermarket shelves. 
We keep tight relations with organic farmers and internation-
al organic suppliers and we understand all quality issues as  
a producer, so we help others with export-import trade  
operations.

Healthy Tradition started exporting its products in 2020  
and is expanding now to the new markets.

7

300

150,000

SEEDS, GLUTEN-FREE CE-
REALS, DRIED FRUITS, BER-
RIES, GLUTEN-FREE  FLOURS, 
SNACKS, BARS, DRIED BREAK-
FASTS 

1904908000, 
1905904500, 
1905909000, 
2008199900, 

3A DRUZHBY NARODIV, OF-
FICE 85, KYIV, 03150 UKRAINE

+380959188626
ANNA@HEALTHYTRADITION.
COM.UA

HEALTHY-TRADITION.COM

http://healthy-tradition.com
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Production capacity 
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JIVA LTD

CERTIFICATIONS

Oleksandr  
Ratushniuk
Owner

+380503830031
zhiva.sale@gmail.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Juva Ltd is a young company established in 2021. This is a  
project of like-minded people who consolidated their knowl-
edge in commerce, marketing, and production while seeking 
to create healthy food.

The company aims to be an innovator on the Ukrainian mar-
ket and create organic products in those product categories 
where they do not exist.   

The first products were organic snacks - roasted sunflower 
seeds. The consumers can now eat their favourite seeds with-
out any chemical residues.
We do not plan to stop here and are working on development 
of new products in other categories. 

5

50

1,000,000

ROASTED SUNFLOWER 
SEEDS 

1904908000, 
1905904500, 
1905909000, 
2008199900, 

42 PRYVOKZALNA ST, BO-
RYSPIL, KYIV REGION, 08304 
UKRAINE

+380503830031
ZHIVA.SALE@GMAIL.COM
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DNIPROPETROVSK 
FOOD COMPANY 

CERTIFICATIONS

Andrew Nazarenko 
Director

+48693220265
andriy.nazarenko@gmail.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

EU, UAE

Limited Liability Company “Dnipropetrovsk Food Company 
“Waiz” has been operating since 1992 and produces instant 
cereals, baby food and snacks on fully automated lines of its 
own production. DFC  “Waiz” LLC received an organic certifi-
cate for a wide range of products (more than 20 items). Inter-
national quality management systems (ISO 22000) have been 
implemented and certified, the products undergo radiologi-
cal, chemical-toxicological and microbiological control at DPK 
“Wise” LLC. In the past years the company exported products 
to the EU. This year the company has the plans to expand its 
export market.

20 PERMANENT

60-70

570,000

INSTANT CEREALS, 
BABY FOOD, DRY 
BREAKFASTS, SNACKS

10 SOBINOVA ST, DNIPRO CITY, 
DNIPROPETROVSK REGION, 
49083 UKRAINE

 +38 056 732 4421
WAIZ@WAIZ.COM.UA

VALID ORGANIC 
CERTIFICATIONSwaiz.com.ua/en/
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OGO FOOD

CERTIFICATIONS

Vitalii Beha 
Director

+380964100948
export@ogo-food.com

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

The family company “OGO” specializes in the production of 
exclusively natural healthy treats and food products. Our mis-
sion is to make the usefulness accessible.

The recipe for making healthy delicacies from apple puree 
and berries has been passed down in our family from genera-
tion to generation. The main feature of this recipe was the low 
temperature cooking, which allowed to preserve the original 
taste and all the natural useful qualities of the ingredients.

Our production is situated in the ecologically clean region 
of the Ukrainian Carpathians, in Ivano-Frankivsk city. For the 
production of our Carpathian fruit snacks we use fruits and 
berries which are growing and picked right here.

28 PERMANENT

1100

800,000

DRY SMOOTHIE  
(HEALTHY TREATS)
DEHYDRATED BERRIES

0813300000
2007993900

45 DEKABRYSTIV, IVA-
NO-FRANKIVSK CITY,  IVA-
NO-FRANKIVSK DISTRICT,  IVA-
NO-FRANKIVSK REGION, 76494, 
UKRAINE

+380968681790
OGO.FOODS.TEAM@GMAIL.COM

OGO-FOOD.COM

https://ogo-food.com/
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ORGANIC ORIGINAL

CERTIFICATIONS

Andriy Olefirenko 
Director

+380675060757
olefir@ecorod.ua

FE

EXPORT MARKETS
Germany, Lithuania, Moldova, USA, Vietnam, UK

Organic Original was established in 2011 and is the pioneer 
of organic market in Ukraine. We manufacture an extensive 
range of organic products, such as corn sticks, groats, and 
flour all year round. We also produce organic watermelons 
seasonally - from August to September. 

The company products are well known in Ukraine under 
Ecorod brand which is widely represented in all the Ukrainian 
natural-food stores and in major retail chains - Auchan, Metro, 
Billa and others. The production capacity for corn puffs is up 
to 200,000 packs per month, processed cereals and flour - up 
to 150 tonnes monthly. 

We have experience of exporting to Germany, Lithuania,  
Moldova, the USA, Vietnam, and the UK.

30 PERMANENT
40 SEASONAL

UP TO 200,000 PACKS OF CORN 
STICKS, UP TO 150 TONNES OF 
PROCESSED CEREALS AND FLOUR 
MONTHLY, UP TO 1,000 TONNES OF 
WATERMELONS PER SEASON  

FLOUR, GROATS, CORN 
STICKS,  
WATERMELONS

1101, 1102, 
1904209100, 
08071100

21-A NOVOZABARSKA ST, KYIV, 
UKRAINE, 04074 

+380443538321
INFO@ECOROD.UAITC PROFILE

ECOROD.UA

http://www.ecorod.ua
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DANUBE AGRARIAN

CERTIFICATIONS

Roman Dyazhuk 
Director  

+380674842890 
dunagrariy@gmail.com

LTD

EXPORT MARKETS 

Switzerland, Austria, Czech Republic, Romania

Danube Agrarian is a Ukrainian organic enterprise with more 
than 2,000 ha of land on which organic vegetables, fruits, 
cereals and other crops are grown.

The company was established in 2014. We produce such or-
ganic products as cereals, commercial crops, flax, vegetables, 
fruits, watermelons, melons, medicinal herbs, as well as frisps, 
chips and pastille from our fruits and vegetables. 

The company already exports to the EU countries, i.e. the 
Czech Republic, Austria, Switzerland, and Romania.

38 PERMANENT
100 SEASONAL

7,595

1,900,000

RAPESEED, OATS, SUNFLOWER, 
WHEAT, BARLEY, FLAX, LENTILS, 
MILLET, SWEET POTATO, PUMP-
KINS, MELONS, WATERMELONS, 
FRUITS, FRUIT FRISPS, HERBS, 
CHICKEN EGGS, CHICKENS

1001990000, 
1206009900, 
1003900000, 
1204009000,  
0807110,  
1008290000, 
0709939000, 
0407110000

37 YAROSLAVA MUDROHO ST, 
SAFYANY VILLAGE, IZMAIL 
DISTRICT, ODESA REGION, 
68670 UKRAINE

+380484141049
DUNAGRARIY@GMAIL.COM

dunagrarian.com

https://agropole.com.ua
https://dunagrarian.com/ua/
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GP AGRO

CERTIFICATIONS

Uliana Lytvyn 
Commercial Director

+380633907773
uliana@gpgroup.biz

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

EU

GP Agro LLC, which is a part of GP Group,  is a young and 
ambitious agro-industrial company established in 2014 year. 
GP Group specializes in growing, procurement, processing 
and marketing of frozen berries, fruits, vegetables, mush-
rooms, and their derivatives.  The types of products include 
IQF berries, fruits, vegetables, such as strawberry, raspberry, 
wild blueberry, cultivated blueberry, blackcurrant, redcurrant, 
sour cherry, elderberry, elderflower, melon cubes, onion cubes, 
pumpkin cubes, pepper cubes, plum halves, green peas, 
peach cubes, rosehip, rowanberry, and cranberry. 

The impeccable quality and reputation, reliability, safety, and 
trust of our customers is the goal of GP Group. All our prod-
ucts are harvested in an ecologically clean region of Ukraine. 
We can offer conventional and organic frozen products of 
various grades.

14 PERMANENT
20 SEASONAL

10,000

180,000

IQF FRUITS, BERRIES 
AND  
VEGETABLES 

08112059, 08112031, 
08112039, 08112051,  
0811907500,  
0811905000,  

74A  NEZALEZHNOSTI ST, VELYKI 
PIDLISKY VILLAGE, KAMYAN-
KA-BUZKA DISTRICT, LVIV RE-
GION, 80462 UKRAINE

+380633907773
ULIANA@GPGROUP.BIZ

gpgroup.biz/en

https://gpgroup.biz/en
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Turnover 
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LIGA AGRO

CERTIFICATIONS

Oleksandr Stognii
Head of Cooperative

+380637770644
info.ligaagro@gmail.com

APC (AGRICULTURAL MANUFACTURING COOPERA-

EXPORT MARKETS 

UAE

The company was established in 2016. It produces fresh 
organic berries, such as blueberry, strawberry, raspberry, and 
potatoes in the season of 2022. The total land bank is 26,36 ha. 
The company has storage and cooling facilities and performs 
hand sorting and packing of berries.
The company has experience of exporting to the UAE. The 
main products for export are blueberry and potatoes.
 

10 PERMANENT
50 SEASONAL

240

50,000

FRESH BLUEBERRY, 
POTATOES 

08104050, 0712900500

1 MOROSHKOVA ST, ROSLAVY-
CHI VILLAGE, KYIV REGION, 
UKRAINE 08681 

+380637770644
INFO.LIGAAGRO@GMAIL.COM

ligaagro.com

http://www.ligaagro.com
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MOL’FAR EKO

CERTIFICATIONS

Yevgeniy Goncharenko  
CEO

+380503623187
molfartea@gmail.com

LLC

MOL’FAR is a young Ukrainian brand, founded in 2016. De-
spite the young age, we definitely know what goals we set 
for ourselves. We are united by dedication to minimalism and 
reduction of overconsumption for the sake of long-term pres-
ervation of the environment.

MOL’FAR organic tea is for modern and energetic people who 
care about health benefits of the product and appreciate the 
rich taste of tea.

The main ingredient of our tea is finest rosebay willowherb, 
which is known for its medicinal properties and is collected in 
an ecologically clean region of the Ukrainian Carpathians.

5 PERMANENT
10 SEASONAL

2

50,000

MOL’FAR TEA,  
PORCINI MUSH-
ROOMS

0902, 0709593000

IZKY VILLAGE, KHUST DISTRICT,  
ZAKARPATTYA REGION, 90020 
UKRAINE

+380503623187
MOLFARTEA@GMAIL.COM

MOLFAR-TEA.COM

https://molfar-tea.com/
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NATURE GREEN  
UKRAINE

CERTIFICATIONS

Christina Pita
Export Manager

+380665419366
christina@naturegreen.eu

LLC

EXPORT MARKETS 

Hungary, Netherlands, Belgium, Germany

Nature Green Ukraine LLC was established in 2018. Our facility 
is located at the foot of the Carpathian Mountains in the west 
of Ukraine, on the border with Slovakia and Hungary. The 
company produces cultivated fresh organic shiitake mush-
rooms of top quality. We strive to satisfy our customers by 
reaching high standards of professionalism and reliability.
At Nature Green we make our own first-class organic sub-
strate to produce high-quality organic mushrooms. Using a 
bulk sterilization system allows us to produce wood substrate 
in a very energy efficient and hygienic way while being con-
scious of our environmental footprint.

The company’s biggest importer is located in Hungary with 
end customers in Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands. 
Environmentally friendly, exotic mushrooms straight from the 
eco-farm!

48 PERMANENT

330

FRESH SHIITAKE  
MUSHROOMS

0709599000

166A MYRU ST, KONTSOVO 
VILLAGE, UZHHOROD DISTRICT, 
ZAKARPATTIA REGION, 89423 
UKRAINE

+380665419366
INFO@NATUREGREEN.EU

NATUREGREEN.EU

https://naturegreen.eu/
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SOURCING SERVICES

 

VALENTYNA LIASHENKO 

 

 

ORGANIZATION CONTACTS

www.export.gov.ua

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
AND EXPORT 
PROMOTION OFFICE

Tatiana Miskova
Director of Entrepreneurship 

Entrepreneurship and Export Promotion Office (EEPO) is a 
state institution whose activities aimed at contributing to the 
development and support of small and medium enterprises, and 
supporting and promoting export of goods, works and services 
of Ukrainian producers. 
 
Since May 2021, EEPO together with the Ministry of Digital 
Transformation of Ukraine is implementing a national project for 
the entrepreneurship and exports development Diia.Business. 
 
The structure of the EEPO focuses on: partnership development, 
business opportunities, investment, innovation development, 
regional infrastructure development, digital transformation, 
business education and support of SMEs, analytics and growth 
and development strategies, business interaction with the state, 
and international cooperation. 

Ukraine, 04070, Kyiv

 

info@epo.org.ua
vliashenko@epo.org.ua

Coordinator

In terms of export, the EEPO provides 
assistance for Ukrainian entrepreneurs in 
the following areas: 
 
• Export consulting — practical 

advice on foreign market access and 
development of export potential. 

• Export education — opportunities to 
improve knowledge and skills in order 
to prepare your business for export. 

• Market Intelligence — analytical 
materials to explore potential markets 
for exports: trade reviews of countries, 
sectoral analytics, guides and 
information on tariff and non-tariff 
restrictions. 

• Business opportunities — measures 
to expand export opportunities and 
search for new foreign partners: trade 
missions, exhibitions, and business 
forums. 

• B2G platform — creation of 
opportunities for the constructive 
dialogue between businesses, 
governments and experts.  

Business partners search in Ukraine. EEPO 
will help you to find a reliable business 
partner in Ukraine. To order sourcing 
service, you need to fill out a questionnaire 
and specify which products is your 
company looking for. According to the 
received request and requirements, EEPO 
will provide you with the direct contacts of 
verified Ukrainian companies. If necessary, 
the EEPO sourcing expert can also help to 
establish the first communication with the 
selected Ukrainian company.

Andrii Lytvyn
Deputy Director,  
SI “Entrepreneurship and Export 
Promotion Office”

Diia.Business — is a large-scale national project for entrepreneurship 
and export promotion, that was initiated by the Ministry of Digital 
Transformation of Ukraine in February 2020. Since May 2021 the project 
is implemented jointly by the Ministry of Digital Transformation of 
Ukraine and the Entrepreneurship and Export Promotion Office. 
Entrepreneurship and Export Promotion Office is the state institution, 
that is in charge for the promotion and support of Ukrainian 
entrepreneurship both in the domestic and foreign markets.

https://imp.export.gov.ua/buy_ukrainian
https://business.diia.gov.ua/en/about-project


Organic Ukraine NGO unites only certified organic 
operators and has important partners for the organic 
business; it is established to create and develop the 
Ukrainian and international organic market.
Organic Ukraine has the strength, knowledge, 
competence and experience to protect the interests 
of organic producers, processors, distributors, traders, 
input producers, and contribute to increase in organic 
sales. Our main focus is business communication 
for successful development of each organic market 
operator and organic sector growth.
The purpose of the business association is to help 
business owners to overcome the difficulties and 
obstacles they cannot cope with themselves. In 
addition to the clear benefits for Organic Ukraine 
member companies, our Union has a multiplier effect 
and contributes to the improvement of commercial, 
governmental and economic institutions of Ukraine.

OLEKSANDR SOKRUTA

   ADVOCACY CAMPAIGNS TO CHANGE 
THE LEGISLATION IN FAVOUR OF THE 
ORGANIC SECTOR

   BUILDING SUSTAINABLE NETWORKING 
AND B2B PARTNERSHIP

   EXTENSION SERVICES BY ORGANIC 
UKRAINE / AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION 
SERVICE

   MARKETPLACE SERVICE FOR SELLERS 
AND SUPPLIERS WITH MATCHMAKING

   ORGANIC MARKET ANALYSIS
 
   NTERNATIONALIZATION CONSULTING 
FOR ORGANIC BUSINESS
 
   PROJECT EXPORT MANAGEMENT

   EXPORT CONSULTING 

   SUPPORTING COMPANIES IN ENTERING 
NEW MARKETS

www.organicukraine.org.ua/en



Organic Standard was founded in 2007 to become the first local
inspection and certification body for organic production. Up to
now, it is the only Ukrainian accredited organic certification
body approved by the European Union, Switzerland and
Canada. Organic Standard provides its inspection and
certification services to more than 500 organic operators
within Ukraine. It represents more than 75% of all organic
operators in the country. 
As most of our clients are focused on the international market,
Organic Standard has become an important player in export
certification services. Clients of the company annually export
about 100 thousand tons of products (we control more
than 2500 export consignments every year). At the same time,
Organic Standard helps national producers to develop the local
market. We provide different training sessions regarding the
requirements of organic standards, both online and offline,
to show the best practices in organic farming and exchange
new knowledge in organic production and export. Our senior
certification specialists are members of the expert group
involved in the development and implementation of the
national organic legislation.

https://www.organicstandard.ua/en


 

 

 

ORGANIZATION CONTACTS

ABOUT THE ORGANIC INITIATIVE:

The Organic Initiative is a platform of key Ukrainian organic 
stakeholders, established in April 2020, which aims to
contribute to organic sector development in Ukraine and  
promote organic trade on the domestic and international
markets.

The Organic Initiative unites different private organic stakeholders 
which, through cooperation, expand their opportunities, establish  
a long-term cooperation, and contribute to integration in the 
organic sector and development of the Ukrainian organic market.

ABOUT THE ORGANIC INITIATIVE GRANT PROGRAM:

The Organic Initiative considers it necessary to continue supporting 
the organic sector, which, being a part of the agri-food sector of 
Ukraine, affects food security as well as environment and biodiversity 
suffering from hostilities. Once a dynamic and profitable organic 
sector of Ukraine could have stopped operating since russia invaded 
Ukraine on 24 February 2022, that`s why Organic Initiative has 
started the Grant Program “Support of the Organic Sector in  
Ukraine” in May 2022. The main goal of this Grant Program is  
to support micro-, small and medium enterprises and small-scale 
farmers.

• Sergiy Galashevskyy, General 
Manager of Organic Standard LLC, 
certification body

• Olena Deineko, Director of Organic 
Business School (Coordinator)

• Oleksiy Kachkovskiy, Director of 
Institute of Organic Agriculture SPU 

• Maria Makhnovets, Head of Ukrainian 
Organic Cluster Public Union 

• Anastasiia Pivniuk, Senior National 
Long-term Advisor, Organic 
Component, Swiss Ukrainian 
Program   “Higher Value Added Trade 
from the Organic and Dairy Sector 
in Ukraine” funded by Switzerland 
and implemented by the Research 
Institute of Organic Agriculture (FiBL, 
Switzerland) in partnership with 
SAFOSO AG (Switzerland)

• Oleksandr Prykhodko, Agricultural 
Markets Development Specialist, 
USAID’s Agriculture Growing Rural 
Opportunities Activity (AGRO)

• Kateryna Shor, Project Manager, 
International Charitable Organization 
“Information Centre “Green Dossier”, 
Coordinator of OrganicInfo.ua

• Natalia Cholovska, President of Lviv 
City Public Organization “Ecoterra”

• Yuliya Voroshuk, Vice-President of 
Organic Ukraine Public Union,   
Co-founder, director of Organic Expert 
LLС and TM OSIO - organic vegetables 
from the field.

ORGANIC INITIATIVE

THE ORGANIC INITIA-
TIVE  

www.organicinitiative.org.ua

Olena Deineko, Coordinator
Mob.: +38 067 103 9694
E-mail: coordinator@organicinitiative.org.ua

Learn more about the Grant Program initiated by  
the Ukrainian stakeholder platform “Organic Initiative”

http://www.dossier.org.ua/en/projects/organic-sector-support/


This catalogue is developed within the framework of the online event “Organic Export During the War”. 
This event is organised by the State Institution “Entrepreneurship and Export Promotion Office” in the 
framework of the state project Diia.Business together with the Organic Standard certification body and 
Organic Initiative, and supported by Switzerland within the framework of the Swiss-Ukrainian Programs  
“Higher Value Added Trade from the Organic and Dairy Sector in Ukraine” (QFTP) and  “Organic Trade 4 
Development in Eastern Europe” (OT4D).

Under the patronage of:

Supported by:

Organisers:


